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Abstract
For 20 years now, gravitational microlensing observations towards the Galactic bulge have
provided us with a wealth of information about the stellar and planetary content of our
Galaxy, which is inaccessible via other current methods. This thesis summarises work
on two research topics that arose in the context of exoplanetary microlensing, but we
take a step back and consider ways of increasing our understanding of more fundamental
phenomena: Vrstly, stellar microlenses in our Galaxy that were stereoscopically observed
and, secondly, the morphological variety of binary-lens light curves.
In autumn 2008, the ESA Rosetta spacecraft surveyed the Galactic bulge for microlensing
events. With a baseline of ∼1.6 AU between the spacecraft and ground observations,
signiVcant parallax eUects can be expected. We develop a photometry pipeline to deal
with a severely undersampled point spread function in the crowded Velds of the Galactic
bulge, making use of complementary ground observations. Comparison of Rosetta and
OGLE light curves provides the microlens parallax piE, which constrains the mass and
distance of the observed lenses. The lens mass could be fully determined if future proper
motion measurements were obtained, whereas the lens distance additionally requires the
determination of the source distance.
In the second project, we present a detailed study of microlensing light curve morpholo-
gies. We provide a complete morphological classiVcation for the case of the equal-mass
binary lens, which makes use of the realisation that any microlensing peak can be cat-
egorised as one of only four types: cusp-grazing, cusp-crossing, fold-crossing or fold-
grazing. As a means for this classiVcation, we develop a caustic feature notation, which
can be universally applied to binary lens caustics. Ultimately, this study aims to reVne
light curve modelling approaches by providing an optimal choice of initial parameter sets,
while ensuring complete coverage of the relevant parameter space.
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1 | Gravitational lensing
Gravitational lensing occurs when the light of a background source is deWected by an in-
tervening massive body. This phenomenon can be observed on all astronomical scales. At
the cosmological distance scale, quasars are gravitationally lensed by foreground galax-
ies, and early galaxies are lensed by galaxy clusters. In the Local Group, we can detect
star-on-star lensing. In the phenomenon named “strong lensing” single or multiple images
of the same source can be observed that will be more or less distorted from their origi-
nal shape. A single point-mass lens acting on a single background source will create an
Einstein ring (Figure 1.1), if source, lens and observer are perfectly aligned, but if that is
not the case it always produces two (distorted) images of the background source, one out-
side and another one, mirror-inverted and Wipped, inside the imaginary Einstein ring. As
long as the angular distance between the source and the lens is substantially larger than
the Einstein ring radius, the inner image will be vanishingly small and the outer image
matches the unlensed source. But if the angular separation is of the order of the Einstein
radius or smaller, then the inner image will increase in size and the centroid of the outer
image is increasingly shifted away from the projected source position. In “microlensing”
the images cannot be resolved in normal observations, simply because the angular scale
is so much smaller in Galactic gravitational lensing with an Einstein ring size of the or-
der of milliarcseconds rather than arcseconds (Figure 1.2)1. Because of this, star-on-star
lensing is next to impossible to discover in static systems2. But transient events that oc-
cur whenever there is a relative transverse movement of source and lens can be detected
1Microlensing does happen in the extragalactic setting as well, when the macro images of a quasar pass
through a dense stellar Veld of the lensing galaxy and individual stars act as (secondary) lenses.
2As Einstein (1936) put it: “no great chance of observing this phenomenon”.
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Figure 1.1: Hubble ACS B- and I-band image
of gravitational lens SDSS J232120.93-093910.2.
The light of a (blue) background galaxy is de-
Wected by the (yellow) foreground galaxy to
form the Einstein ring. The image is 8 arcsec-
onds wide.
Credit: NASA, ESA, A. Bolton (Harvard-
Smithsonian CfA) and the SLACS Team.
as a passing increase in brightness. A single point-mass lens is then detected through a
symmetric rise and fall in Wux; the light curve can be expressed in a strictly analytic form.
The fundamental equations of gravitational lensing are discussed in Chapter 2. The lens
system can be more complex: exoplanetary research (Chapter 3) is interested in cases that
are composed of a host star with one or more planetary companions. Due to the unique
way that multiple lenses manifest themselves in extended “caustic” structures (imaginary
lines, where the background source star is formally inVnitely magniVed), the detection of
extrasolar planets via microlensing does not depend on the brightness of their host star
and is sensitive to planets in icy orbits (several AU) around distant (several kpc) host stars.
With extrasolar planets having been detected in their hundreds since the Vrst exciting dis-
coveries in the 1990’s, exoplanetary microlensing might not be leading the numbers game,
but is the method uniquely suited to Vll in the parameter space of distant, cool and even
solivagant planets (Gould et al., 2010; Gaudi, 2012; Cassan et al., 2012; Sumi et al., 2011).
Only by combining all available methods, we will be able to gain a full picture of the
planetary population of the Milky Way (Dominik et al., 2008).
While the principal mechanisms of microlensing are well understood, the method still
poses unsolved challenges. Even for the single lens, one cannot directly obtain a full so-
lution, as the physical parameters of the lensing system are all contained within a single
observable, the event duration. In Part II, we can measure a second independent observ-
able through microlens parallax eUects between ground and space observations. For the
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Figure 1.2: Microlensing target OGLE-2008-
BLG-510, marked with two red concentric circles,
in a typical bulge Veld. I-band image taken with
the DFOSC instrument on the Danish 1.54m tele-
scope at ESO La Silla, Chile. The image is 200
arcseconds wide.
Own observation for MiNDSTEp.
binary lens, the transient magniVcation cannot be expressed in a closed analytical form.
The model optimisation has to work on a highly non-linear parameter space, while each
individual model evaluation is time-costly because typically hundreds of data points from
diUerent telescopes have to be Vtted. Modelling the physical characteristics of an observed
lens system often runs into competing solutions; it is essential to increase our under-
standing of the parameter space and the topography of the optimisation surface, which is
explored in Part III.
16
2 | Microlensing fundamentals
2.1 Lens equation
From Einstein’s general theory of relativity (Einstein, 1916) it follows that light is deWected
by massive bodies or, more precisely, that light always follows the null geodesics of space-
time, but spacetime is bent under the inWuence of gravitation. General relativity predicts
that a light ray which passes a point mass M at a minimum distance ξ will be deWected by
an angle
α˜ =
4GM
c2ξ
, (2.1)
where G denotes the Gravitational constant, c the speed of light. The deWection angle was
Vrst conVrmed by Dyson, Eddington & Davidson (1920) during the solar eclipse in 1919,
when they observed the apparent astrometric shifts of the positions of the bright stars of
the Hyades cluster caused by the mass of the sun.
The point mass or point lens approximation is justiVed in a Galactic lensing situation,
where slowly rotating and nearly spherical stars align to form a gravitational lens system,
assuming that all light rays from the source star pass at a distance from the centre of the
lensing body which is larger than the radius of that body. We can also make the thin-lens
approximation: since the length of the optical system is much larger than the extent of the
lensing body along the line of sight, it is safe to approximate the action of deWection as
instantaneous and as taking place in an imaginary plane at the location of the lensing mass,
the so called lens plane. The hyperbolic light paths can then be approximated as straight
17
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lines with a sharp bend at the lens plane. We apply these considerations in Figure 2.1.
The gravitational lensing of a single source by a point mass will generally result in
two images of the source. In Galactic stellar microlensing scenarios these arc-shaped im-
ages will be within a milliarcsecond or so of each other and generally photometrically
detected as an apparent ampliVcation of the background source light. Astrometric stellar
microlensing, by means of measuring the light source centroid shift that is caused by the
asymmetric geometry of the two images, has also been proposed. Promising impending
events have been identiVed by Sahu et al. (2014)1 and by Proft, Demleitner & Wambsganss
(2011)2, but the eUect has not yet been observed in practice. In the Galactic context, we
most commonly observe bulge stars “lensed” by other bulge or disk stars, which sometimes
reveal themselves to be in binary systems and/or hosting planets. This kind of star-on-star
lensing is – with today’s methods – only detected in transient events, where source and
lens star have a non-zero relative proper motion µLS.
If one considers the geometry of Figure 2.1, one can directly infer the lens equation
βDS = θDS – α˜DLS. (2.2)
The the small-angle approximation, tan x ≈ x, is applied here – justiVed by the fact that
α˜, β, θ  1 in (almost) all astronomical settings, with the notable exception of black-hole
lensing where the deWection angle can be large, see Bozza (2010a).
Using the scaled deWection angle (i.e. scaled to the observer plane),
α = α˜
DLS
DS
, (2.3)
the lens equation can be written as
β = θ – α. (2.4)
1Two Proxima Centauri events, measurable later this year with HST’s single-observation ∼0.2 mas pre-
cision.
2Event predictions relying on Gaia’s single-observation ∼100 µas precision.
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DLS
DS
DL
observer plane
lens plane
source plane
L ξ
α˜
η S
β
α
θ
I1
O
I2
Figure 2.1: Sketch of a gravitational lensing system. The light of a background source S at a
distance DS is deWected by the angle α˜ as it follows the null geodesic in the spacetime, curved
by the lensing mass L at a distance DL, before it reaches the observer O. The light path is shown
in the thin-lens approximation, with a sharp bend at the lens plane, not in the true hyperbolic
form. I1 and I2 denote the apparent locations of the two images of the source. For the observer’s
view compare Figure 2.2. Since α˜, β, θ 1 in (almost) all astronomical settings, one can apply the
small-angle approximation and directly read the lens equation oU the diagram: βDS = θDS–α˜DLS.
20 2.2. EINSTEIN RING
It is a mapping R2 7→ R2, from the lens plane to the source plane. The apparent source
position (i.e. the image position) θ maps to the true source position β. Knowing the
image position θ, the lens equation can be solved for the source position β for any given
mass distribution in the lens plane. Problematic is the inversion of the lens equation.
Determining the image positions θi for a given source position β can, in general, not be
done analytically.
2.2 Einstein ring
If observer, lens and source are perfectly aligned, the two images merge into one Einstein
ring as the angular source position becomes β = 0.
I2
L S
I1
Figure 2.2: View of the lens plane from the observing
point O. The source S is not directly visible and is only
depicted here to mark the true source position in rela-
tion to the images Ii (see also Figure 2.1). The (theoret-
ical) Einstein ring is indicated by the dashed circle. If
the angular separation between L and S is decreased,
the two images will further elongate into arcs and fol-
low the Einstein ring more closely. If the source is di-
rectly behind the lens, the two images merge into one
ring-shaped image. Figure reproduced from Paczyński
(1996).
With the minimum distance ξ = θDL, we can rewrite the lens equation 2.4,
β = 0 = θ –
4GM
c2θ
DLS
DLDS
(2.5)
and solve for the angular Einstein radius,
θE =
√
4GM
c2
DLS
DLDS
=
√
4GM
c2
(
1
DL
–
1
DS
)
, (2.6)
where in the non-cosmological distance scale of our galaxy DLS = DS – DL holds true.
More than being just a singularity, the Einstein radius θE determines the angular scale
of a gravitational lensing system. We can now rewrite the general lens equation (still
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restricted to the point mass lens) in terms of the Einstein radius:
β = θ –
θ2E
θ
(2.7)
This equation has two solutions corresponding to the two images of the source (Figure
2.2),
θ1,2 =
1
2
(
β±
√
β2 + 4θ2E
)
. (2.8)
2.3 Lens magniVcation
The magniVcation A of an image is deVned as the ratio between the solid angle of the
magniVed image and the solid angle of the original source,
A =
θ
β
dθ
dβ
, (2.9)
in other words, the ratio of the two-dimensional image and source areas as seen by an
observer.
Since the surface brightness is conserved in the gravitational lensing process (because
of Liouville’s theorem, cf. Misner, Thorne & Wheeler (1973), p. 586), the increased image
area equals an magniVcation in source brightness when integrating over the image. In
microlensing, where the images are not resolvable by deVnition, one can only detect the
total brightness magniVcation changing over time. Substituting β from Equation (2.7) and
employing the useful dimensionless quantity u, deVned as the angular separation of the
source from the lens in units of the Einstein angle,
u =
β
θE
, (2.10)
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two solutions for the two images arise:
A1,2 =
(
1 –
(
θE
θ1,2
)4)–1
=
1
2
± u
2 + 2
2u
√
u2 + 4
. (2.11)
One image will always lie inside the Einstein ring. In Figure 2.1, this is I2, leading to a
negative impact parameter and formally negative magniVcation, θ2 < θE ⇒ u2 < 0 ⇒
A2 < 0. The image I2 has negative parity with respect to the source, i.e. it appears mirrored
and Wipped. While the formal sum of the two magniVcations thus is unity, A1 + A2 = 1,
the total Wux magniVcation of the source is obtained by summing over the two absolute
values,
A = |A1| + |A2| =
u2 + 2
u
√
u2 + 4
. (2.12)
If the source is located at an angular separation from the lens of exactly one Einstein angle,
β = θE ⇔ u = 1, the total magniVcation will become,
A(β = θE) =
3√
5
≈ 1.34. (2.13)
Translating this (dimensionless) magniVcation of the source Wux into the apparent bright-
ening compared to the unlensed source in magnitudes via mag = –2.5 log10 A, this corre-
sponds to an increase in brightness of ∆mag = –0.32.
2.4 Paczyński curve
If the relative projected positions of a point-mass lens and a point source star change over
time and under the assumption that they move uniformly and on rectilinear paths, the
angular lens-source separation can be parameterised as a function of time,
u(t) =
√
u20 +
(
t – t0
tE
)2
, (2.14)
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where u0 is the impact parameter, i.e. the separation angle at the time t0 of closest ap-
proach. The Einstein time tE is the time it takes the source to cross the Einstein radius
(tE = θE/µLS), providing a characteristic time scale for an individual transient event. Plug-
ging u(t) into Equation (2.12) gives the time dependent magniVcation,
A(t) =
u(t)2 + 2
u(t)
√
u(t)2 + 4
, (2.15)
corresponding to the magnitude variation (∝ log A(t)) in the plot on the right-hand side
of Figure 2.3. This function is known as the point-source, point-lens (PSPL) light curve
or the Paczyński curve as it was Vrst shown in Paczyński (1986). In Equation (2.15) the
magnitude variation is only dependent on the one parameter u, which itself is a function
of t, t0 and tE.
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Figure 2.3: If a source star passes behind a lens star (centre) along the source trajectory depicted
in the magniVcation map on the left, this gives rise to a point-source, point-lens light curve, also
called Paczyński curve, following the analytic form of Equation (2.15).
2.5 Single lens events
Light curves such as the one in Figure 2.3 can be observed in star-on-star lensing and
thousands of these “regular” microlensing events are observed each year by groups who
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survey the Galactic bulge, such as OGLE3 and MOA4, although the probability for an
individual event is only “one in a million” (Paczyński, 1986; Griest, 1991).
The single-lens light curve is observed as the magniVed source star Wux FS, which can
be blended with unmagniVed Wux Fblend from unresolved neighbouring sources (or light
from the lens star itself),
F(t) = A(t)FS + Fblend = (A(t) + g)FS, (2.16)
where we have A(t) from Equation (2.15) and we introduce the blend factor g = Fblend/FS.
The Wuxes FS and Fblend are speciVc to the observing instrument, because the Vlter
bandpass and resolution obviously aUect the collection of photons from the target and
nearby targets. When data points from diUerent telescopes are combined for the model
search (as is common practice in Galactic microlensing), the number of free parameters is
therefore increased by a pair of [FiS, F
i
blend] per instrument and Vlter.
2.6 Multiple lenses
Much attention in current Galactic microlensing is paid to multiple-lens systems, which
may or may not contain planetary lenses. For the projected positions, which are now
two- rather than one-dimensional, one can use complex coordinates. Let η be the source
position in the lens plane and ξ an image position. For N point-mass lenses the lens
equation then becomes (Witt, 1990; Gaudi, Naber & Sackett, 1998)
η = ξ +
N∑
i=1
qi
ξi – ξ
, (2.17)
where qi is the mass ratio between lens i and the primary lens (qi =
Mi
M0
), which is conve-
niently placed at the origin (ξ0 = 0). The magniVcation is now obtained as the inverse of
3Optical Gravitational Lensing Experiment (Udalski et al., 1992)
4Microlensing Observations in Astrophysics (Muraki et al., 1999)
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the determinant of the Jacobian of the mapping equation (2.17),
A =
1
det J(ξ)
with det J(ξ) = 1 –
∂η
∂ξ
∂η
∂ξ
. (2.18)
In the case J(ξ) = 0, a hypothetical point source would undergo inVnite magniVcation
(whereas a real, extended source will be highly, but Vnitely magniVed). The mapping
of all image positions satisfying J = 0 (called critical curves) to the source plane forms
caustics, lines of formally inVnite magniVcation that arise when the lens system is not
circularly symmetric or when it is a continuous mass distribution5. Caustic lines oUer a
visualisation of the “optics” of a gravitational lens system.
In Figure 2.4, we see a magniVcation map with caustic structures and an extracted light
curve, while Figure 2.5 shows the three topologies of binary lens caustics.
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Figure 2.4: Caustics form when there an asymmetric lens mass distribution, for example, several
point lenses. The magniVcation map, on the left, corresponds to a star-planet binary, with a
mass ratio of 10–3. If the source trajectory crosses the caustic lines, this often gives rise to a
characteristic deviation from the Paczyński curve, a binary signature.
The multiple lens case is much more complex than the single lens case that we looked
at before. The simple quadratic form of Equation (2.7) now gives way to a Vfth-order
polynomial with 3 solutions, or 5 if the source is inside the caustic lines, in the case of a
binary lens (Schneider & Weiß, 1986), whereas for a triple lens the polynomial is already
5For a single point lens, the “caustic” is a single point at the position of the lens and the Einstein ring is
the critical curve.
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of 10th order with 4 up to 10 solutions, where an extra pair is created or destroyed at
every caustic crossing (Rhie, 1997). The number of solutions corresponds to the number
of images of the source. While this is theoretically true it can conjure up a misleading
idea: when η → ∞, there are still three images for a binary lens system, one coinciding
with the unmagniVed source star and the other two at the two lens positions ξi, but with
zero magniVcation they cannot be seen as physical images. When the source moves closer
to the lens system, the latter two images move away from the lens positions and have a
non-zero photon Wux.
2.7 Higher-order eUects
2.7.1 Extended source eUects
Generally speaking, an extended source will “blur” caustic lines and broaden and Watten
peaks of high magniVcation. The simple model of a point source can be suXcient for
single-lens cases as long as the minimum angular distance to the lens is at least of the
order of several angular source radii ρ, but it breaks down when an extended source gets
very close to the lens (Gould, 1994a; Witt & Mao, 1994). If the lens is a binary, extended-
source eUects become signiVcant whenever the source is close to a caustic line, which is
observed in the majority of binary microlensing events (see, for example, Jaroszyński et al.
(2010)). Night, Di Stefano & Schwamb (2008) however argues that this might eventually
be traced back to a selection eUect, as “smoothly-perturbed” binary light curves are much
easier to miss in the data noise.
Events that reach a very high magniVcation can display chromatic limb-darkening
eUects (see, for example, Alcock et al., 1997; Zub et al., 2011).
2.7.2 Microlens parallax
Parallax eUects can be detected, when event observations from more than one location
are combined or when the assumption of uniform, rectilinear motion between source, lens
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and observer breaks down. An example of the latter is the Earth-orbital parallax: the
orbital movement of the Earth around the Solar system barycentre can cause a wave-like
perturbation in long-timescale events with a period of one year with the non-uniform
change in angular lens-source separation, u˙(t) 6= 0. In medium time-scale events it can still
be detected as a signiVcant asymmetry, as in the Vrst detected microlens parallax eUect
(Alcock et al., 1995). The same eUect on the light curve can be caused by a source star
that is orbiting a binary companion, although it can be assumed that the probability for
it to match the annual period and orientation is low. This latter eUect is sometimes called
xallarap, to emphasise that it is a kind of “reverse parallax” eUect (Poindexter et al., 2005).
The very steep gradient of caustic crossings sometimes allows to detect terrestrial par-
allax eUects, when telescopes spread across the globe observe the exact peak of the caustic
crossing at slightly diUerent times due to the (minute) diUerences in perspective, in eUect
“time-shifting” the light curve. The Vrst successful observations of this eUect are described
in Gould et al. (2009).
Of course, the eUect persists on a larger scale: Earth-spacecraft parallax is the term
commonly used, when two quasi-independent light curves of the same source-lens system
are observed by telescopes that are separated by a baseline of the order of AUs. In Part II
of this work, we discuss observations of this eUect and treat the theory of the microlens
parallax in more detail (Chapter 6).
2.7.3 Orbital motion
In most Galactic binary microlensing events, with a typical timescale of tE ∼ 1 month,
orbital motion can be ignored in the modelling, but the longer the duration of the event,
the more likely are perturbations to the static model (Dominik, 1998). The orbital motion
rotates and changes the shape of the binary caustic. This kind of caustic change was
detected in the triple-lens, two-planet system OGLE-2006-BLG-109 and helped to constrain
the orbit parameters (Gaudi et al., 2008).
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2.7.4 Binary sources
Smoothly perturbed, i.e. non-caustic-crossing, binary lens light curves can be virtually
indistinguishable from a microlensed binary source, where the Paczyński curve of the Vrst
source star is followed and superposed by that of its binary companion to give the im-
pression of a smooth double-peaked cusp-grazing light curve as caused by a single source
(Griest & Hu, 1992). Jaroszyński et al. (2010), for example, show competing binary-source
and binary-lens models for many binary events from the 2006-2008 OGLE-III database. In
principle, these can be distinguished by colour eUects, which was originally proposed by
Gaudi (1998) and Vrst carried out by Hwang et al. (2013).
2.8 Modelling
DiUerent approaches have been tried out to deal with the fact that the microlensing mag-
niVcation cannot be analytically calculated for multiple lens systems. One is the inverse
ray-shooting method, where light rays are traced back from the observer to the source
plane, summing up the deWection by individual masses in the lens plane. After deWection,
all light rays are collected in pixels of the source plane. Since this is equivalent to tracing
rays from the background source to the observer plane, the calculated magniVcation pat-
tern then shows the magniVcation a pixel-sized source would experience at the respective
pixel position in the source plane. A one-dimensional cut through a magniVcation map
that has been convolved with a source proVle represents a light curve model. The source
model can have an arbitrary shape; here we use a Wat-disc model, parametrised by a radius
ρ.
This method was Vrst deployed for microlensing purposes by Schneider & Weiß (1986)
and Kayser, Refsdal & Stabell (1986), and later reVned by Wambsganss (1990, 1999) to
accommodate for a large number of lenses. It was Vrst applied to planetary microlensing in
Wambsganss (1997) and various implementations exist (Bennett & Rhie, 1996; Rattenbury
et al., 2002; Dong et al., 2006; Hundertmark, Hessman & Dreizler, 2008), the latest being a
parallelisation running on graphic processing units by Thompson et al. (2010).
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The other method is contouring along the source images (Schramm & Kayser, 1987),
in eUect applying Green’s theorem to Vnd the image magniVcation by integrating along
its contours. This method has also been further developed (Dominik, 1995; Gould &
Gaucherel, 1997; Dominik, 1998; Dong et al., 2006; Dominik, 2007; Bozza, 2010b). This
is a method with potentially very fast computing, although this can break down in high-
magniVcation events, when the image contour becomes comparable in size to the image
itself. Also, taking limb-darkening into account requires the calculation of many (∼10)
annuli.
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(a) Close binary case. Depicted here is an angular separation of d = 0.7θE.
(b) Intermediate binary case. d = 1.0θE.
(c) Wide binary case. d = 1.3θE.
Figure 2.5: MagniVcations maps for three diUerent angular separations of the two lenses. The
long side has a length of one Einstein radius. The mass ratio is the same for all three illustrations,
q = 3×10–3, and corresponds to a Jupiter-Sun mass ratio. The main lens is at the point of highest
magniVcation in all three maps, while the secondary lens is always positioned to the right of
the main lens at the indicated separation. The topology of the caustics changes and can be
categorised into close, intermediate and wide.
3 | Exoplanetary microlensing
After centuries of speculation about the existence of worlds apart from our own and many
failed attempts to secure evidence for them (Marcy & Butler, 2000), the recent decades
have Vnally brought robust detections of extrasolar planets of which hundreds and thou-
sands1 have been conVrmed to date. There are many excellent introductions to the fast-
evolving Veld of exoplanetary research; Perryman (2011) covers the techniques as well as
the breakthrough discoveries, from the Vrst planetary system discovered around a pul-
sar (Wolszczan & Frail, 1992), the Vrst planet around a main-sequence star, detected via
radial-velocity measurements, (Mayor & Queloz, 1995) and the Vrst transit detection of
an extrasolar planet (Henry et al., 2000; Charbonneau et al., 2000), up to a preview of the
state-of-the-art space programmes, the transit monitoring Kepler/NASA2 which helped to
almost double the then-known number of exoplanets over its (original mission) lifetime
2009–2013 and Gaia/ESO3, launched December 2013, which is designed for astrometry,
but should have considerable impact on extrasolar planet research not only with its astro-
metric planet detections but also with time-series searches such as microlensing.
Exoplanetary microlensing was Vrst put forth when Liebes (1964) mentioned that ex-
trasolar planets around lensing host stars would perturb the microlensing event light curve
of the stellar lens, but the idea could was not put into practice at the time.
Paczyński (1986) pointed out the possibility of gravitational lensing due to masses as
small as 10–11 M in the halo of the Milky Way with background source stars in the nearby
1exoplanet.eu
2nasa.gov/kepler
3sci.esa.int/gaia
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galaxies4; this minimum mass estimate is limited by the requirement of having an angular
source size which is smaller than the Einstein ring to achieve a signiVcant magniVcation
(assuming solar-size source stars in the paper). If found, those masses would provide an
explanation of the dark matter in the halo. The idea was eventually picked up and several
searches for microlensing events were called into life in the early 1990s. Alcock et al.
(1993) and Aubourg et al. (1993) reported discoveries towards the Large Magellanic Cloud.
Udalski et al. (1993) found events towards the Galactic bulge. As a general study of lensing
behaviour Schneider & Weiß (1986) had investigated the case of binary point mass lenses.
Paczyński (1991) provided details of lensing by Galactic bulge stars. On this foundation,
Mao & Paczyński (1991) proposed to look for lensing signatures of binary stars and also
extrasolar planets.
The search for massive compact halo object as potential dark matter, was not very
fruitful (see, e.g., Afonso et al., 2003). Microlensing experiments carried out towards the
Galactic bulge had originally been intended as test experiments for the halo surveys, but
Mao & Paczyński (1991) estimated that roughly 10% of the lensing events should show
the signature of a binary companion. It was realised, that through constantly monitor-
ing a very large number of stars one would surely detect binary systems and possibly
planets. Gould & Loeb (1992) qualitatively estimated the fraction of light curves that
would show signs of companions of Jupiter or Saturn mass. Bennett & Rhie (1996) found
that Earth-mass planets are in principle detectable. Wambsganss (1997) provided a de-
tailed study of possible planetary light curve perturbations with diUerent mass-ratio and
angular-separation settings, concluding with the identiVcation of the so-called “lensing
zone” between angular star-planet separations of 0.6 to 1.6 θE that favours detections, be-
cause the planetary anomalies will settle on the slope of the Paczyński curve – on top of
the ongoing primary lens magniVcation.
Steady monitoring of the Galactic bulge was realised by diUerent groups, since 1992. As
of 2009, OGLE (The Optical Gravitational Lens Experiment, see Udalski et al. (1992)) and
MOA (Microlensing Observations in Astronomy, see Muraki et al. (1999)) are active survey
4A similar suggestion was made even earlier in a PhD thesis by Petrou (1981).
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collaborations that complement each other by operating wide-Veld telescopes in Chile and
New Zealand, respectively. Every season these groups detect microlensing events in their
hundreds. In 2004, they jointly discovered a planet of 1.5 Jupiter masses with an orbit of
∼ 3 AU, which made history as the Vrst microlensing detected planet (Bond et al., 2004).
Already in 1995, a cooperative follow-up strategy had been realised by the GMAN
(Pratt et al., 1995) and PLANET networks (Albrow et al., 1998; Dominik et al., 2002). The
idea behind it was, and still is, to Vnd a compromise between the Veld-of-view, the sam-
pling rate, the limiting magnitude and the resolution of the targets. The survey groups
OGLE and MOA monitor and publish all (detected) microlensing events. To maximise
the gain, the follow-up community only reacts to events that promise to be interesting
– because it is evolving towards a very high magniVcation or because it already shows
deviations from the Paczyński curve. Several groups are active in the Veld of follow-up
observations,5 although the distinction between survey and follow-up is less clear cut than
in the past, as the survey telescopes become increasingly fast and the follow-up networks
include more telescopes, freeing more resources for monitoring observations. The common
goal is to get dense time resolution on interesting light curve features to be able to con-
strain a planetary model (or a binary star model, or a source star atmosphere model etc.)
for that light curve. Crucial to the success of these operations is the continuous exchange
of live data during the observing season6 that enables Vtting of preliminary models and
thereby tentative predictions about the development of the light curve, to decide about the
priority of observing the given event. This approach has led to further planet discoveries.
Dominik (2010, Table 1) lists 26 planets reported in the microlensing literature up until
31 December 2009, with stronger or weaker evidence for each individual case. Since then
further planet discoveries have been published (Miyake et al., 2011; Muraki et al., 2011;
Batista et al., 2011; Yee et al., 2012; Kains et al., 2013; Poleski et al., 2014), with some
detections probing the “brown dwarf desert” (Bozza et al., 2012; Street et al., 2013) – a
5Currently, these follow-up groups are PLANET (planet.iap.fr), MicroFUN
(www.astronomy.ohio-state.edu/~microfun), RoboNet-II/LCOGT (robonet.lcogt.net) and
MiNDSTEp (www.mindstep-science.org).
6The Galactic microlensing season lasts roughly from April to September, the time of year when the
Galactic bulge is well visible from the southern hemisphere, at least for part of the night.
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term that Marcy & Butler (2000) coined to describe the paucity of binary companions with
masses in the brown-dwarf range (13–80 MJupiter). Even the detection of extrasolar moons
seems to be within reach (Bennett et al., 2014; Liebig & Wambsganss, 2010). Gaudi (2010)
and Dominik (2010) provide a good summary of the Veld of exoplanetary microlensing.
Part II
Galactic bulge microlensing events as
observed from the Rosetta spacecraft
in 2008
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For 20 years now, microlensing observations have provided us with a wealth of infor-
mation about the stellar and planetary content of our Galaxy, which is inaccessible via
other current methods. Ground-based observations have brought us far and the lensing
theory is ever-better understood, but it is the nature of the simplest conceivable single-
source, single-lens lensing event to still pose a challenge as the physical parameters of the
lens are heavily convolved in the common observables.
Dual-site microlensing observations with a signiVcant baseline (comparable to the pro-
jected Einstein radius) provide one more independent observable beyond the common ob-
servables of a transient single-source, single-lens event: the microlens parallax piE.
Combining this with either a measurement of the Einstein radius θE or of the relative
lens-source proper motion µLS, it is possible to obtain a mass and a distance measurement
for an object at a distance of the order of kiloparsecs – without requiring prior assumptions
about the type of the lensing body. Measurements like these are necessary for unbiased
Galactic population estimates, which in turn are fundamental for planet abundance statis-
tics.
Before this background, an enterprising idea was realised in 2008: to “borrow” one of
the cameras of the Rosetta spacecraft (Chapter 4) to monitor the Galactic bulge in order to
collect stereoscopic data on Earth-observed microlensing events.
Sahu et al. (2001) were the Vrst to observe a microlensing light curve from space as
part of an M22-monitoring HST campaign. Other space-based (follow-up) light curves
of individual microlensing targets have been published by Dong et al. (2007) and Muraki
et al. (2011), but our work represents the Vrst (and, to our knowledge, only) space survey
of the Galactic bulge microlensing Velds and the only one with a substantial baseline of
O(AU). Recently, Gould and Yee have explored the microlens-parallax measuring potential
of space telescopes closer to Earth in a string of publications (Gould & Yee, 2012; Gould,
2013; Gould & Horne, 2013; Yee, 2013; Gould & Yee, 2014).
The photometric analysis (Chapter 5) proved challenging, as we are dealing with
crowded-Veld data taken with a close-imaging camera (rather than a space telescope).
We interpret the detected microlensing light curves with a view to the microlens parallax,
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the theoretical context of which is given in Chapter 6. The end result of the study, pre-
sented in Chapter 7, relies on ground light curves published by OGLE (Udalski, 2003) for
the detection of microlens parallax eUects between ground and space observations.
ClariVcation The work in Part II will be published as Liebig et al. (2014b) (in prepara-
tion). As is the nature of this kind of research, the work relies heavily on previous collab-
orative eUorts. I joined the team in 2012 to analyse the Rosetta microlensing data, all prior
planning and all observational work were done without any input from me. Throughout
the analysis, I was advised by Colin Snodgrass in particular.
4 | Rosetta spacecraft and mission
Figure 4.1: Rosetta and its instruments. This study works on data taken by the OSIRIS NAC,
where OSIRIS stands for Optical, Spectroscopic, and Infrared Remote Imaging System Camera.
OSIRIS is a dual camera imaging system consisting of a narrow-angle (NAC) and a wide-angle
camera (WAC) and operating in the visible, near infrared and near ultraviolet wavelength range.
Copyright: ESA/ATG medialab
“Rosetta” is one of the cornerstone missions of the European Space Agency. The space-
craft has been launched on 2 March 2004 on a mission to study the comet 67P/Churyumov-
Gerasimenko. During its scheduled Wight time of 10 years so far, it has completed four Wy-
by manoeuvres around Earth and Mars and has had two close encounters with asteroids
2867 Šteins and 21 Lutetia.
Rosetta spent the last 3 years in deep-space hibernation and successfully woke itself
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up on 20 January 2014 to begin the last leg of its journey. The spacecraft is now being
propelled towards 67P/CG, in May 2014 it will begin a braking manoeuvre to rendezvous
with the comet at a relative speed of 2 m/s in August 2014 and, from then on, it will
continuously monitor the comet on its voyage around the Sun. Rosetta has 11 on-board
instruments, see Figure 4.1, among them OSIRIS (Optical, Spectroscopic, and Infrared Re-
mote Imaging System) dual camera imaging system consisting of a narrow-angle (NAC,
(2◦)2) and a wide-angle camera (WAC, (12◦)2) and operating in the visible, near infrared
and near ultraviolet wavelength range.
Rosetta also carries the “Philae” lander unit with another 14 instruments, which will
be deployed in November 2014 to land on the comet’s surface and examine the chemical
and physical composition of the comet.
The Rosetta microlensing campaign was realised just after the 2867 Šteins Wyby in
September 2008 and made use of the OSIRIS Narrow-Angle Camera, originally designed
to image asteroids from close range, as shown in Figure 4.2.
Figure 4.2: 21 Lutetia. The
asteroid measures about 100
km across and orbits the sun
with a semi-major axis of ∼
2.4 AU. The image was taken
with the OSIRIS Narrow-
Angle Camera at closest
approach (∼ 3200 km). The
surface resolution in this
image is approximately 60
meters per pixel.
Copyright: ESA 2010 MPS
for OSIRIS Team MPS/-
UPD/LAM/IAA/RSSD/-
INTA/UPM/DASP/IDA
5 | Photometric analysis of the Rosetta
microlensing data
5.1 Observations
The OSIRIS Narrow-Angle Camera (OSINAC from hereon) observed the Galactic bulge, in
the region [–5◦ < b < –3◦, –5◦ < l < 11◦] in Galactic coordinates, on seven epochs between
7 September and 4 October 2008. On each occasion, eight frames of (2◦)2 were taken. The
OSINAC was designed to image a comet from close range and is not a space telescope.
The pixel scale is 3.9 arcseconds. The diameter of the camera entrance pupil is 89.4 mm.
The “orange” Vlter was used, as this is the broadband Vlter with the greatest sensitivity on-
board. For the central wavelength (649.4 nm) of the orange Vlter, the (purely theoretical)
diUraction limit is 1.82 arcseconds. The uniform exposure time used was 300 seconds. For
all technical speciVcations of the camera, see Keller et al. (2007a). The data were reduced
using the OSIRIS standard pipeline, the procedure is detailed in e.g. Keller et al. (2007b).
After observations had been concluded, 20 events of interest were identiVed among the
total of 655 candidate microlensing events announced by the OGLE Early-Warning Sys-
tem1 (Udalski et al., 1994) in the 2008 microlensing season. The criteria applied were that
the candidate event must lie within the OSINAC-covered Veld, must not last signiVcantly
longer than our observation span (tE < 60 days) and should have peaked reasonably close
to the observing window (7 Sep – tE < t0 < (5 Oct + tE).
For 12 events out of these 20, the team obtained complementary ground observations in
1ogle.astrouw.edu.pl/ogle3/ews/2008/ews.html
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June 2009 using the Wide Field Imager (WFI) instrument mounted on the MPG/ESO 2.2m-
telescope, La Silla, Chile (Baade et al., 1999). The Vlters Rc/162-844 and MB-646/27-8562
were chosen to match the OSINAC orange Vlter as closely as possible, the passbands are
compared in Figure 5.1. Exposure times were 30 to 45 seconds. The WFI data were reduced
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Figure 5.1: Passbands of the OSINAC
orange Vlter and the two WFI Vl-
ters used for follow-up observations.
Only observations with the WFI R
844 Vlter were used in the analysis.
using a version of the Cambridge Astronomical Survey (CASU) pipeline (Irwin & Lewis,
2001) that has been adapted to work with the MPG/ESO WFI instrument. The following
analysis is based on the Rc Vlter images as they were of an overall cleaner quality, while the
MB data have only been used for sanity checks. Four of these 12 events had to be excluded
from the Vnal analysis, because, back at baseline, they were too faint to be identiVed on
the WFI frames.
In the end, we have analysed the OSINAC data of eight event candidates, which are
listed in Table 5.1.
2www.eso.org/lasilla/instruments/wfi/inst/filters/
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Event name RA(J2000.0) Dec(J2000.0)
OGLE-2008-BLG-092 17:47:29.42 -34:43:35.6
OGLE-2008-BLG-374 17:54:56.33 -32:50:32.4
OGLE-2008-BLG-517 18:04:16.53 -28:50:22.2
OGLE-2008-BLG-571 18:01:18.75 -30:17:03.2
OGLE-2008-BLG-574 17:56:04.00 -32:05:01.0
OGLE-2008-BLG-582 18:10:24.03 -26:09:05.0
OGLE-2008-BLG-601 18:07:46.78 -26:20:15.0
OGLE-2008-BLG-605 18:07:41.50 -27:25:17.9
Table 5.1: Candidate events for the analysis.
5.2 Analysis
The OSINAC frame resolution is not suXcient for a direct identiVcation of the microlens-
ing targets. This problem is aggravated by the high source density of the observed Velds,
Figure 5.2 illustrates this problem.
OSIRIS NAC WFI
Figure 5.2: Juxtaposition of two observed frames, showing the same (97.5 arcsec)2 Veld centred
on the target OB08601, which is marked with the green circle. On the left, a OSIRIS Narrow-
Angle Camera sub-frame as observed from the Rosetta spacecraft on 7 September 2008; on the
right, a Wide-Field-Imager sub-frame, observed with the 2.2m telescope at ESO La Silla, Chile,
on 18 June 2009.
Most current observations of Galactic microlensing events rely on a diUerence image
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analysis for the photometric reduction (Alcock et al., 1999), which is well suited for the
detection of diUerence Wux in crowded Velds. Originally, we expected to achieve good
results with a direct image subtraction, because space-based observations are free from
atmospheric perturbations. Unfortunately, image subtraction is not a viable option here,
because the point-spread functions not only change considerably between epochs due to
the spacecraft drift, but are severely undersampled at the same time. Additionally, there
are simply not enough un-crowded stars on the OSINAC frames to calculate the convolu-
tion kernels.
The Vrst challenge was calibrating the astrometry. The OSINAC FITS frames were Vt-
ted with initial World Coordinate System (WCS) information using the astrometry.net
code (Lang et al., 2010) and index Vles based on the USNO-B1.0 catalogue (Monet et al.,
2003), but, due to the aberrations of the optical system, deviations from the true positions
of the order of 10 arcseconds occur on the wide-Veld frames. We cut down the original
images to 0.125 degree Velds, centred on the OGLE candidate events, and repeated the
astrometric calibration. The post-calibration astrometric accuracy of the OSINAC sub-
frames is comparable to the pixel size, i.e. 3.9 arcseconds.
Facing the adverse combination of a low resolution detector and a high stellar density,
as well as a signiVcant pollution with cosmic ray hits, we chose a compromise aperture
size of (3 px)2, where the aperture is placed so that the OGLE target coordinates for the
microlensing event are contained in the central pixel.
The background will generally dominate over the source Wux. To separate out the
microlensed Wux F from the total aperture Wux Faper, we have to subtract the blend Wux
Fblend. Since we observed from space, far beyond Earth’s atmosphere, the sky background
is negligible. By visual inspection, we identify and sort out data corrupted by cosmic
ray hits. Afterwards, we consider all non-microlensed Wux collected by the aperture as
coming directly from the background stars near the target. These we hoped to identify
from existing ground-based catalogues, but this idea proved to be unfeasible: While the
OGLE photometric catalogue in V and I (Szymański et al., 2011) is cut oU too early at
the brighter end (complete for roughly 13.5 . I . 19 mag) and is not a good Vlter match
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for the OSINAC orange Vlter, the APASS3 catalogue is not deep enough for our purposes
(complete for roughly 10 mag to 17 mag in several Vlters, of which Sloan r’ is the best
match) and is even more shallow in crowded Velds.
Therefore, it was decided to make use of higher-resolution ground observations of the
microlensing events at baseline. In June 2009, when all chosen events of interest were
safely back to baseline, the complementary observations of 12 events were obtained using
WFI.
Using SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts, 1996), we retrieve a catalogue of WFI sources for
the Veld of interest around each target, i.e. a data set of sky position and (un-calibrated)
Wux {RA, Dec, FWFI}star for each source on the frame. The equatorial coordinates RA and
Dec are converted into the coordinate system of the OSINAC pixels, {X, Y, FWFI}star, to
facilitate the creation of a synthetic OSINAC (baseline) frame. For creating the synthetic
OSINAC frame, we need to photometrically and astrometrically match the WFI catalogue
to the original OSINAC frame, which includes convolving the catalogue stars with the
correct point spread function (PSF). The OSINAC PSF is best described by a MoUat (1969)
function,
PSF(x, y; α, β) =
β – 1
piα2
(
1 +
(
x2 + y2
α2
))–β
. (5.1)
The PSF is severely undersampled in the OSINAC frames with a FWHM of the order of 1
pixel. The Wux density for a given source is described by
fWFI(x, y) = FWFI × PSF(x, y; α, β). (5.2)
So we have Vve parameters to Vt: linear shifts δx and δy, the MoUat PSF parameters
α and β and, lastly, a WFI-to-OSINAC Wux conversion factor k = F/FWFI. The Vrst four
parameters must be adjusted for each frame, because the stellar PSFs change position and
shape between epochs. The latter parameter, k, on the other hand, should be constant for
a given Vlter choice (we checked that there was no sensitivity change in the OSINAC CCD
3www.aavso.org/apass
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over the course of observations). While Vtting it, we risk overcompensating for the target
Wux variabilities that we want to detect. The Vt is also inWuenced by cosmic ray hits on the
subframe, which are obvious in some cases, but can be imperceptible in others. For these
reasons, we ran the optimisation below on a number of frames with Vve free parameters
until we reached a good match for each frame and then Vxed the Wux conversion factor at
the mean value, k = 0.1875, leaving only four free parameters for regular pipeline runs.
We then limit ourselves to a 25 × 25 pixel OSINAC sub-frame, where the PSF can be
assumed stable and the optical aberrations are negligible, and use the SciPy (Jones et al.,
2001–) optimize.fmin implementation of a downhill simplex algorithm to minimise
∑
all pixels
(
FSYNpixel – Fpixel√
Fpixel
)2
(5.3)
with the synthetic, WFI-based pixel Wux
FSYNpixel =
∑
all stars
∫
OSINAC
pixel area
fWFIstar × k, (5.4)
where the stellar Wux density is translated by δx, δy and the PSF shape modiVed by α and
β:
fWFIstar (x – Xstar + δx, y – Ystar + δy; α, β). (5.5)
Parameters δx, δy, α, β, are optimised globally over the sub-frame, i.e. a sky area of (97.5
arcsec)2, via Equation (5.3), where typically 0 < |δx| ∼ |δy| < 0.5 and α ∼ 1.0, β ∼ 1.5. We
can now work on the synthetic frame FSYNpixel (Figure 5.3, centre) and we are interested in the
synthetic baseline Wux.
The total synthetic aperture Wux is then the sum of the pixel Wux of our chosen 9 pixels
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of the OSINAC frame (left) from Figure 5.2 with its synthetic reproduc-
tion from the WFI frame (centre). On the right is the diUerence image. A cosmic ray from the
original image stands out in the top-right quarter and the brighter targets on the lower left of the
frame can be traced by their stronger residuals.
in the aperture,
FSYNaper =
∑
pixel in
aperture
FSYNpixel(α, β, δx, δy). (5.6)
The target synthetic aperture Wux, i.e. the synthetic baseline Wux, is derived analogously to
Equation (5.4) by identifying the target star in the WFI catalogue through astrometry (clos-
est star to OGLE event coordinates) and visual inspection of the Vnding chart in doubtful
cases:
FSYNtarget =
∫
aperture
fWFItarget(α, β, δx, δy)× k. (5.7)
Now, we infer the OSINAC blend Wux from the WFI frame by modelling the aperture
blend Wux as
FSYNblend = F
SYN
aper – F
SYN
target. (5.8)
The OSINAC data points, F, are then determined, after running the above analysis for
each frame individually, as
F = Faper – FSYNblend, (5.9)
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where Faper is the raw OSINAC Wux and FSYNblend the synthetically constructed blend Wux. F is
the net target Wux with any remaining time variability expected to be microlensing (but cf.
limitations in Section 5.3). The reported uncertainties are the propagated Poisson errors of
the raw OSINAC Wux and the synthetic blend Wux. The Rosetta microlensing light curves
are discussed in Section 7.
For testing the reliability of the method, we have extracted light curves for a selection
of comparison stars around target OB08601, Figure 5.4 shows the results.
5.3 Limitations of the photometric analysis
There might still be additional blending due to either the limited resolution of the WFI
frames or the limited deblending abilities of SExtractor. Typically, a bright lens star could
be the source of such unresolved blend Wux. We address this while Vtting the Paczyński
curve, see Section 7.2, by making use of the blend parameter as determined by the OGLE
Vt solution to the ground-observed microlensing light curve.
Our tool of choice, SExtractor, was not primarily designed for use on crowded stellar
Velds, but for the automatic classiVcation of galaxies. We adapted the input parameters
(circular apertures, low deblending threshold), optimising the stellar identiVcation to a
certain extent, but bear in mind that we use and value this tool for its ready usability
and high throughput rather than expecting completely Wawless star catalogue results. We
have carefully checked the correct SExtractor identiVcation of the target stars themselves
and argue that for the blend Wux determination it is fairly irrelevant whether two close
neighbours are identiVed as one or two stars given the diUerence of scale for the WFI and
OSINAC point spread functions.
Of course, ground observations are aUected by changing seeing conditions and a high
sky background, therefore the source identiVcation can hardly be perfect and we miss out
on stars fainter than the WFI magnitude limit4. Given the respective areas of the OSINAC
and WFI detectors, 0.092/2.202 = 0.0017, the Wux of stars too faint to be identiVed on the
4About 21 R-mag (S/N ≥ 20) in good conditions, for texp = 60 seconds, based on the ESO exposure time
calculator: www.eso.org/observing/etc/
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(a) Selected comparison stars around target OB08601, picked to match the
baseline brightness of the target. FL05 is probably two unresolved sources.
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(b) Corresponding light curves, displayed relative to their respective average
magnitude. The data points are connected by lines to guide the eye. The uncer-
tainties are modelled as Poisson noise. The variation in the target clearly stands
out. FL02 had three obvious cosmic ray hits, those epochs have been eliminated
from the light curve.
Figure 5.4: Test of the photometric method.
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WFI frames by SExtractor should be completely negligible in the OSINAC frame.
6 | Microlens parallax
We recall from Section 2.5, Equation (2.16), that a microlensing light curve is observed as
F(t) = A(t)FS + Fblend = (A(t) + g)FS,
where A(t) is the single-lens microlensing magniVcation, Equation (2.15).
The light curve F(t) yields only one Vt parameter, tE, which contains all available in-
formation on the “optics” of the lensing set up, i.e. the mass M, the distance DL, the source
distance DS and the relative proper motion µLS (Dominik, 2006):
tE =
1
µLS
√
4G
c2
M
(
1
DL
–
1
DS
)
. (6.1)
The Rosetta microlensing campaign enabled us to add one more independent observable
to determine the physical properties of the lens system, the microlens parallax piE.
Refsdal (1966) was the Vrst to point out the potential of observing Galactic gravita-
tional microlensing events from Earth and a distant spacecraft at (roughly) the same time.
Due to parallactic viewing, the same background source star and foreground lens will,
in general, result in two light curves with diUerent impact parameters and diUerent peak
times for the two observatories (see Figure 6.1). If there is a relative motion between Earth
and the spacecraft, this can additionally lead to a diUerence in tE. These diUerences pro-
vide constraints on both the mass and the distance of the microlensing body, which can
otherwise only be assessed through stellar models and statistical arguments.
The term “microlens parallax” only came into use some time later (see, for example,
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Gould (2000) where it is deVned it as piE := AUr˜E , one Astronomical Unit over the physical
lens-plane Einstein ring radius projected back from the source onto the observer plane).
The quantity is intuitively understood as the relative parallax of lens and source star,
piLS = AUDL –
AU
DS
, normalised to the Einstein angle θE:
piE =
piLS
θE
. (6.2)
(6.3)
As we will see, piE can be expressed in terms of the observables ∆t0 and ∆u0. This deriva-
tion is partly following Gould (1994b), with modernised notation.
We pick a coordinate system in the lens plane with right-handed basis vectors (e‖,
e⊥) in units of (dimensionless) Einstein angles. The former, e‖, is parallel to the source-
lens relative proper motion, µLS = µL – µS. The latter, e⊥, is parallel to the impact axis,
e⊥ ‖ u0, which in the case of uniform rectilinear relative motion is always orthogonal
to the relative proper motion. We place the origin of the coordinate system at the lens
position. We use this deVnition of the coordinate system independently of the observer
position; see Figure 6.1 for an overview.
Now, we consider that the transient microlensing magniVcation in a given point-
source, point-lens scenario depends only on the angular separation of source and lens
|u(t)|. With the chosen coordinate system, u(t) is identical to the source position as well as
the angular lens-source separation in units of Einstein radii. At a time t, for an Earth-based
observer, the source appears to be at position
u⊕(t) =
t – t⊕0
tE
× e‖ + u⊕0 × e⊥, (6.4)
while at the same time, an observer based on the Rosetta spacecraft would see
uR(t) =
t – tR0
tE
× e‖ + uR0 × e⊥. (6.5)
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This means we have an apparent source displacement of
∆u(t) = u⊕(t) – uR(t) (6.6)
= –
∆t0
tE
× e‖ + ∆u0 × e⊥, (6.7)
where the last line is no longer time-dependent, but assumes uniform rectilinear relative
motion throughout; Equation 6.7 is also illustrated in Figure 6.1.
On the other hand, we can derive the source displacement from the known spacecraft
position. We project the vector pointing from Earth to the spacecraft onto the observer
plane as ρ and assume it to be static throughout the observations. When we scale it to the
lens plane and normalise it to Einstein angles, we again have the diUerence in apparent
source positions:
∆u =
DS – DL
DS
ρ
1
DLθE
(6.8)
=
piLS
AU θE
ρ (6.9)
=
piE
AU
ρ. (6.10)
Thus we can rewrite the angular lens-source separation on the plane of sky as observed
from Rosetta by adjusting Equation (6.4) to reWect the diUerence in perspective,
uR(t) = u⊕(t) + ∆u (6.11)
=
t – t⊕0
tE
× e‖ + u⊕0 × e⊥ +
piE
1AU
ρ. (6.12)
By equating the magnitudes of Equations (6.7) and (6.10), we can solve for piE,
piE =
AU
|ρ|
√(
∆t0
tE
)2
+ ∆u20. (6.13)
The Einstein time tE depends on the (comparatively) static quantities: lens mass, lens
distance, source distance and transverse velocity of the source. If there is no signiVcant
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change of the relative positions of Earth and spacecraft during the course of observations,
we can assume that t⊕E ∼ tRE is equal for both ground and space observations.
The peak time diUerence ∆t0 = |t⊕0 – tR0 | would only be zero, if the projected source
trajectory would coincidentally be orthogonal to the Earth-spacecraft axis. Similarly,
∆u0 = u⊕0 – uR0 will generally be unequal to zero, although by how much depends on
the geometry of the gravitational lensing system. ∆u0 is degenerate in two ways:
• One degeneracy can be gleaned from Figure 6.1: |∆u0| = |u⊕0 | ∓ |uR0 | depends on
whether the source trajectories are observed on the same side (cis→ –) or opposite
sides (trans→ +) of the lens.
• Secondly, the sign of ∆u0: we use a right-handed coordinate system (e‖, e⊥), as
indicated in Figure 6.1, which means that an impact parameter is positive, when the
source passes the lens in a clockwise sense.
This fourfold degeneracy carries over to the angle between the orientation of the source
trajectory and the apparent source displacement tanφ = ∆u0/∆t0. As Refsdal (1966) noted,
it could be resolved with additional remote observers.
Having determined piE, we directly have r˜E = AU/piE, the radius of the projected Ein-
stein radius in the observer plane, which in turn yields the relative lens-source transverse
velocity v˜ = r˜E/tE, see Boutreux & Gould (1996) for typical v˜.
For the complete determination of the actual physical parameters of the lensing body,
at least one more observable is needed. Either θE or µLS can fulVl this need. While θE
is routinely measured for planetary or binary events, when the source passes over or
near a caustic (as in the Vrst successful mass measurement in microlensing (An et al.,
2002)), it is close to impossible to determine in single-lens events – with the notable ex-
ception of high-magniVcation events that can display chromatic extended-source eUects
(cf. Section 2.7). There is however potential here for measuring the relative proper mo-
tion of source and lens µLS. High-resolution, multi-band follow-up observations could –
in some cases – reveal the lens and distinguish it from the source star. As a rough guide,
DL = 4 kpc, vL = 200 km/s equal a µLS ∼ 10mas/year, but it can be substantially higher for
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Figure 6.1: Sketch of the microlens parallax eUect. Top: Two light curves of the same source,
observed from two observatories, one on Earth, one on the Rosetta spacecraft. Assuming for
illustrative purposes and without loss of generality that the two observations start and end si-
multaneously, with the source observed on the respective trajectories, the peak times t0 will
generally be unequal as will be the impact parameters u0.
Bottom left: Relative to a lens and its (theoretical) Einstein ring on the plane of sky, the sketch
illustrates the source trajectory as observed from Earth ( ) and as observed from Rosetta
( ). e⊥ and e‖ indicate our choice of coordinate system; the origin is always at the lens po-
sition. The source displacement vector ∆u points from the spacecraft-observed source position
to the Earth-observed source position at any given time. Its orientation is the orientation of the
Earth-spacecraft separation projected onto the observer plane.
Bottom right: The vectorial relation of ∆u with the measured u0 and t0.
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lens stars closer to us. Five years have passed since the Rosetta microlensing mission and
any lens-displacement close to one arcsecond or more should be measurable from ground
(with far higher potential in space observations, cf. Alcock et al. (2001)), if the lens is bright
enough to be detectable. Given µLS, we know the lens mass,
M =
µLStE
piE
AUc2
4G
. (6.14)
It is straightforward to get a reasonable estimate of the source star distance DS after obtain-
ing multi-band observations to determine the stellar type of the source. The lens distance
DL then follows from Equation (6.1).
7 | Results
7.1 Rosetta microlensing events
Out of the 8 candidates for which we have good-quality WFI baseline observations,
• two have Wat OSINAC light curves within uncertainties,
• two show microlensing-like variability, see Figure 7.1(a) and 7.1(b), and
• four show variability that we cannot unambiguously diagnose, but we take the lib-
erty to interpret two of them as if they were microlensing light curves, their light
curves are shown in Figure 7.1(c) and 7.1(d).
It is unfortunate that the better-quality light curves do not cover the peak of the microlens-
ing event, which would have signiVcantly improved the constraints on tR0 and u
R
0 .
We propose acquiring more ground-based baseline observations to facilitate the anal-
ysis of another 8 candidates from the Rosetta microlensing campaign.
7.2 Paczyński Vt
A regular Paczyński Vt would determine Vve free parameters {t0, tE, uo, FS, g}, see Equa-
tion (2.16). Since we have only seven data points of poor photometric quality, this would
mean a heavy over-parameterisation of the data, but we have additional information on
the microlensing events that we can use to restrict the number of free parameters.
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(a) OB08601. Our data points are very well de-
scribed by a Paczyński curve, but unfortunately
peak and baseline coverage are lacking.
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(b) OB08582. With no peak or baseline data
points and considerable scatter, the best-Vt light
curve can only be indicative.
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(c) OB08571. The data hardly constrain the
model, but taking the three above-baseline data
points at face value, the Einstein time is an obvi-
ous match to the ground observations.
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(d) OB08574. The data hardly constrain the
model. The peak data point at epoch #5 could
be a cosmic ray hit, but does not, in fact, change
the result of a Paczyński Vt to the remaining 6
data points.
Figure 7.1: Microlensing event plots comparing our OSINAC/Rosetta results (in black) with
(provisional) OGLE data and model Vts (in turquoise). The OSINAC light curves are magnitude-
shifted to match the OGLE-reported I-magnitude baseline. For the determination of ∆u0 only
the relative peak magnitudes are relevant. ∆t0 is the diUerence of peak epochs. The results are
summarised in Tables 7.2 and 7.3.
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Event t0 [JD] u0 I0 tE [days] gO
OB08571 2454702.792 ± 0.300 1.531 ± 0.018 16.070 ± 0.000 5.951 ± 0.281 0.0
OB08574 2454740.547 ± 0.072 0.476 ± 0.002 16.261 ± 0.000 21.279 ± 0.116 0.0
OB08582 2454740.607 ± 0.042 0.614 ± 0.014 14.12 ± 0.039 34.750 ± 0.462 0.658± 0.061
OB08601 2454752.219 ± 0.007 0.139 ± 0.000 14.65 ± 0.000 22.435 ± 0.024 0.0
Table 7.1: OGLE event parameters as published in the EWS on http:
//ogle.astrouw.edu.pl/ogle3/ews/2008/ews.html. Uncertainties of ‘0.000’ are an
indicator of convergence problems in the PSPL Vt, among the possible reasons for this are light
curves that are asymmetric due to the Earth-orbital motion.
Event χ2 d.o.f. t0 [JD] u0 FS (e– in aperture)
OB08571 1.1 3 2454721.9 ±5.9× 1031 0.80 ± 0.16 2213.2 ± 135.7
OB08574 0.82 3 2454735.6 ±1.9× 1021 0.08 ± 0.04 140.9 ± 33.3
OB08582 17.28 3 2454753.3 ± 5.9 0.46 ± 0.04 4433.8 ± 208.9
OB08601 2.82 3 2454746.0 ± 1.8 0.32 ± 0.02 2312.7 ± 155.1
Table 7.2: Paczyński curve Vt results from the Rosetta light curves (Section 7.2). tE is not Vtted,
but taken from the OGLE results. The Vts to events OB08571 and OB08574 cannot be constrained
in t0.
The data points resulting from our analysis (Section 5.2) are mostly deblended, but as
pointed out in Section 5.3, some stellar blend Wux may still be present. Rather than work-
ing with the blanket assumption g = 0, we note that the OGLE data have a comparable
resolution to our WFI frames and use g = gOGLE as a Vxed parameter to account for unre-
solved blend Wux. Table 7.1 shows preliminary OGLE results1 of the Paczyński Vt for the
ground-observed microlensing light curves of the targets relevant to us. We still cannot
accurately reproduce the true blending however, because the OGLE blend factor is based
on a Vt to an I-band light curve, whereas the potential WFI blend is in R-band and the
relative brightnesses of blend star(s) and target can be diUerent for the two bands.
We further assume that tE is equal to the ground-obtained value tOGLEE , cf. discussion
in Chapter 6.
This leaves us with three free Vt parameters in Equation 2.16, {t0, uo, FS}. We minimise
χ2, with the OGLE u0 and t0 and an arbitrary FS = 100.0 as the initial parameter set. The
1As made available in the EWS on ogle.astrouw.edu.pl/ogle3/ews/2008/ews.html. We point
out that the EWS photometry is preliminary and not a Vnal result of the OGLE collaboration.
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uncertainties are then estimated for each parameter p individually. We vary p manually
and minimise chi2 for each value of p by letting all other parameters vary freely. We
continue doing this until we Vnd a value for p that solves χ2 – χ2opt = d. o. f. (with SciPy’s
optimize.newton), meaning we have found the highest value of p on the hypersurface
χ2 = χ2opt + d. o. f.. The uncertainty of p is then σp = p – popt.
Table 7.2 shows our Vt results. With the given data, we cannot meaningfully Vt any
more complex models. The χ2 < d.o.f. results in Table 7.2 show that even the three-
parameter Paczyński Vt is over-parametrised.
7.3 Microlens parallax measurement
We determine the microlens parallax value according to Equation (6.13) by combining the
OGLE EWS results (Table 7.1) with our own Paczyński Vt to the Rosetta-observed light
curves (Table 7.2). For each event, there are the two degenerate results of the cis and trans
case, equal to interpreting ∆u0 as either the diUerence or the sum of the impact parameters.
We use the OGLE results, because the OGLE collaboration provides public access to a
consistent and (fairly) complete data set of the 2008 microlensing season. While most of
our the events of interest have also been (ground-)observed by other survey or follow-up
teams, the uncertainties in our microlens parallax determination are dominated, by orders
of magnitudes, by the large photometric uncertainties of the OSINAC data. There would
be no scientiVc gain in using additional ground-based data taken during the microlensing
event. Our microlens parallax measurements are presented in Table 7.3.
To give feel for the numerical values, we can “exercise” through a typical case: as-
suming the source star at DS = 8 kpc and the lens at DL = 4 kpc, we know the relative
lens-source parallax to be piLS = 0.125 mas. Further assuming a lens mass of M = 0.3 M,
the angular Einstein radius follows as θE ∼ 0.55 mas and piE = piLS/θE is then ∼ 0.23. Us-
ing ρ = 1.6 AU, we have piE ρ/AU =
√
(∆t0/tE)2 + ∆u20 ∼ 0.36. Spinning this further, we
can assume an equal contribution from the time diUerence and the impact parameter axis,
and Vnd that realistic values are, for example, ∆t0/tE ∼ 7.68 days/30 days and ∆u0 ∼ 0.25,
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cis trans
Event piE r˜E [AU] v˜ [km/s] piE r˜E [AU] v˜ [km/s]
OB08571 1.5 ±1.1× 1032 0.68 ±∞ 198.3 ±∞ 4.7 ±1.1× 1032 0.21 ±∞ 62.2 ±∞
OB08574 0.06 ±2.5× 1019 17.33 ±∞ 1410.4 ±∞ 0.08 ±3.3× 1019 12.51 ±∞ 1018.3 ±∞
OB08582 0.04 ± 0.05 28.4 ± 87.2 1415.9 ± 4346.2 0.25 ± 0.12 4.1 ± 4.0 202.2 ± 198.5
OB08601 0.03 ± 0.02 31.1 ± 68.8 2398.6 ± 5306.7 0.08 ± 0.03 12.4 ± 7.2 960.0 ± 555.8
Table 7.3: Microlens parallax results from the comparison of the Paczyński curves Vtted to the
Rosetta light curves with the OGLE parameters. Both cis and trans results are shown for each
event. In addition to the microlens parallax piE, we list the projected Einstein radius r˜E and
relative lens-source transverse velocity v˜.
which, we remember, can be the diUerence or the sum of uR0 and u
⊕
0 .
7.4 Physical properties
Table 7.4 gives the physical parameters for each of the lenses that are indicated by the
microlens parallax results, cf. Chapter 6. Due to the low data quality, these values are very
little constrained for OB08601 and OB08582 and completely unconstrained for OB08571
and OB08574.
There is a rule of thumb for estimating the lens mass (Snodgrass, Horne & Tsapras
(2004), Equation 16), which assumes that tE scales with M (also see Tsapras et al. (2003);
Dominik (2006)),
M = 0.3M
(
tE
35 days
)2
. (7.1)
We us it to infer “statistical” or “tE-based” masses for our set of microlensing events.
For each event, we present the cis and trans result, marked c or t. Without observing
either µLS or θE, we do not have the means of distinguishing between the degenerate cis
and trans conVguration. However, a probabilistic argument can be made: If |uR0 | and |u
⊕
0 |
are comparable in value and, say, larger than 0.1, meaning neither observatory “sees” a
high-magniVcation event, the cis conVguration is more likely than having the (projected)
lens (path) cross directly over the centre of the Earth-spacecraft baseline ρ. As soon as a
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Assumption:
DS = 8 kpc DS = 8 kpc “tE-
based”M = 0.3 M DL = DS/2
DL [kpc] µLS [mas/year] M [M] ML
OB08571
c 0.2 220.0 0.007
0.009
t 0.02 701.9 0.0007
OB08574
c 7.5 2.4 4.6
0.11
t 7.1 3.4 2.4
OB08582
c 7.8 ± 0.9 0.9 ± 1.3 12.4 ± 40.7
0.30
t 3.7 ± 2.5 6.3 ± 3.1 0.25 ± 0.74
OB08601
c 7.8 ± 0.3 1.3 ± 0.9 14.3 ± 138.1
0.12
t 7.1 ± 0.63 3.2 ± 1.2 2.3 ± 3.5
Table 7.4: Physical properties of the lens system as they can be tentatively derived under the
stated assumptions from the OSINAC light curves, in comparison to Earth-observed light curves.
The values are purely indicative and the uncertainties, when not shown are very large or∞!
high-magniVcation event is observed from either observatory, there is absolutely no way
of telling cis and trans results apart – although this can actually be used to advantage
as comparing a high-magniVcation, low-u0 light curve with a (remote-observed) high-u0
curve means that the relative diUerence between the cis and trans parallax results will be
small (Gould & Yee, 2013).
As Equations (6.14) and (6.1) or Table 7.4 show, the trans case (i.e. the larger of the
two choices of |∆u0|) induces a smaller lens mass and distance and higher relative proper
motion compared to cis. Interestingly, the “tE-based” mass estimates in Table 7.4 “support”
the trans case except for OB08571, where the cis mass is closer
8 | Conclusion and future prospects
We present results of the Vrst space-based survey of Galactic bulge microlensing events,
conducted by the OSIRIS/Rosetta team in 2008 at a low cost for the Galactic microlensing
community. The position of the Rosetta spacecraft relative to Earth enabled us to detect
and quantify signiVcant parallactic oUset of the detected microlensing events with respect
to the corresponding Earth-observed light curves.
Because we used an imaging camera, rather than a space telescope, we are dealing
with a large, undersampled point-spread function in the crowded bulge Velds. We partly
compensate for this by making use of higher-resolution, ground-observed frames to com-
pute the very signiVcant blend Wux in our data. Still, the achievable photometric quality
as well as the temporal resolution of our light curves is limited. So much so that not all
detected variabilities can be unambiguously diagnosed. Naturally, this leads to large un-
certainties in our subsequent determination of the microlens parallaxes and the indicated
physical properties of the lenses.
Nonetheless, we were able to constrain the lens-mass, proper-motion relation for two
microlenses. We propose follow-up observations of these targets to measure the lens-
source relative proper motion, which can be combined with this microlens parallax study
to determine the lens masses and distances in absolute terms, independent of any Galac-
tic or stellar model. We have also proposed additional higher-resolution ground-based
observations to enable us to analyse the remaining 8 candidate events. This proposal has
already been included in the ongoing MiNDSTEp campaign at the Danish 1.54m telescope,
La Silla, Chile, and we expect the complete data set in early summer 2014.
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Part III
Morphological classes of binary
microlensing light curves
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This work is a study of the shapes of binary lens microlensing light curves, a morphol-
ogy of light curves. The fundamental idea is to develop a classiVcation scheme that can
be directly applied to observed light curves and that allows for a narrowing of the mod-
elling parameter space, while still guaranteeing completeness. We want to gain a good
understanding of the range of possible light curves and how the identiVed morphological
classes relate to subspaces of the modelling parameter space and to the model optimisa-
tion surface1. We start with a review of work by previous authors and give a motivation
for our undertaking. To be able to go into some depth with this study, we focus on the
equal-mass binary lens, whose properties we review in Chapter 9. Chapter 10 introduces
our morphology classiVcation scheme, which is based on the four fundamental peak types
that occur in microlensing, and a new notation for caustic features, which we developed
along the way and which we hope others might Vnd useful as a general language for dis-
cussing source trajectories. In Chapter 11, we discuss the practicalities, such as the light
curve simulation, the peak counting and the identiVcation of iso-maxima regions with
light curve morphologies. In Chapter 12, we summarise and discuss the current results of
this study and in Chapter 13 its future potential, while the bulk of the content is shown in
tabular and graphical form in the appendix Chapter 14.
ClariVcation The work in Part III is planned for publication as Liebig et al. (2014a) (in
preparation). Most of the ideas presented here have been developed and reVned in close
discussion with my co-authors. While the original suggestion to take a closer look at
“the zoo of binary-lens light curve morphologies” was my supervisor Martin Dominik’s,
it was Valerio Bozza who pointed me into the direction of “peak-number plots”. Last but
not least, Giuseppe D’Ago joined in and, in particular, helped to expand the classiVcation
across diUerent lens separations.
Previous work. It is not uncommon for modellers to explore speciVc morphological
traits of light curves to narrow down the parameter space to be searched as has been done
1I.e. what we will call the “χ2 landscape”, where “χ2” is used as an undiUerentiated place holder for any
goodness-of-Vt estimator.
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by authors such as Dominik & Hirshfeld (1996); Di Stefano & Perna (1997); Albrow et al.
(1999); Dominik (1999a); Han & Gaudi (2008), but literature that systematically covers the
whole range of possible morphologies is more scarce.
Mao & Di Stefano (1995) discussed a new method for modelling binary microlensing
events: the positions and amplitudes of binary light curve extrema are compared to those
stored in a pre-compiled (unblended, point-source) light curve library to Vnd promising
candidate events, which in turn provide initial parameter sets for a more conventional
Vtting procedure. This approach works well for multi-peak events, where the source tra-
jectory passes over or close to the binary caustics. In principle, the method can uncover all
degenerate solutions to an observed curve, but it is unclear whether the Vnite number of
library entries are correctly located to access all “valleys” of the χ2 landscape (in the words
of the authors: “some intuitive understanding of caustics and trajectories is still useful”).
Di Stefano & Perna (1997) developed the library approach further by describing any
binary-lens light curve by the set of coeXcients of Chebyshev basis polynomials. They
note that the Chebyshev expansion will never exactly match the microlensing light curve,
because there will be extra extrema and inWection points, but an arbitrarily precise agree-
ment can be achieved (limited by computational power) by further expansion. In this
way, a model search can be reVned until the photometric precision of the data points is
matched. They Vnd model parameter solutions to smooth and caustic-crossing light curves
by comparing the rough characteristics of the light curve (positions of extrema and inWec-
tion points and the magniVcation values at these points) with a pre-computed light curve
library and then searching the nearby environment in the physical parameter space with
an increased sampling density until they Vnd a match (or multiple matches) that satisVes
the desired precision. In principle, this method is quite good at Vnding degenerate solu-
tions and higher-order or even non-microlensing parameters can easily be integrated, but
again it remains unclear whether all relevant parameter-space regions have corresponding
entries in the library. The optimistic assertion that the “morphological features change
in a way that is gradual and consistent as the physical parameters are changed” (Di Ste-
fano & Perna, 1997) is most likely true for smooth light curves, but for caustic-crossing
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light curves, we know that very small changes in the source trajectory can have dramatic
implications for the number of extrema and their relative positions.
Night, Di Stefano & Schwamb (2008) make a broad distinction between smooth light
curves and caustic-crossing light curves, but the classiVcation is not based on the light
curve itself, but on the source trajectory and its closeness to the caustics, i.e. the known
simulation parameters, not the observable data. They come to the conclusion that the ratio
of smoothly-perturbed to caustic-crossing binary-lens light curves is rather low in survey
detections, which can partly be explained by the fact that caustic-crossing peaks stand
out unambiguously, whereas smooth perturbations often can have a range of competing
explanations (such as binary sources, parallax eUects,. . . ).
Motivation. The modelling of observed multiple-lens microlensing light curves requires
extensive computation of the magniVcation curves. Much eUort has been invested into
speeding up the modelling process, by improving the parametrisation (Albrow et al., 1999;
An et al., 2002; Cassan, 2008; Bennett, 2010; Bennett et al., 2012; Penny, 2013), by employing
neural networks to map light curve features to model light curves (Vermaak, 2007) and by
using the aforementioned light-curve libraries (Mao & Di Stefano, 1995; Di Stefano &
Perna, 1997). Of course this development happened alongside of substantial advances in
the code implementation of existing algorithms.
This work is particularly motivated by Bozza et al. (2012), where a detailed morpho-
logical assessment is used for the modelling of OGLE-2008-BLG-510 and furthermore the
groundwork is laid for a real-time binary event modelling code (further based on Bozza
(2001) and Bozza (2010b)). The code relies on a reliable choice of starting conditions
(“seeds”) from where a search for local χ2 minima is carried out. The choice of seeds
is based on the morphology of the binary caustics, with the assumption that binary-lens
light curves sampled from a given region of the parameter space lie on a smooth slope
of the χ2 landscape as long as the morphology of the light curves does not change. The
morphology is understood, in this case, as a given peak sequence of caustic crossings and
grazings, with any newly created or destroyed peak leading to a change in morphology.
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Essentially, this work is starting out on a path very similar to Mao & Di Stefano (1995)
and Di Stefano & Perna (1997): we also focus on categorising the extrema of a given
light curve. By studying peak-number plots, we can separate groupings of light curves
in the binary-lens parameter space. We are not concerned with directly establishing light
curve models, but we want to ensure that we classify all possible light curves. We then
want to improve our understanding of the relations between the parameter space and the
light curves as well as the relations between the parameter space and the χ2 landscape.
The variety of microlensing light curves can seem overwhelming, but the trained eye
recognises familiar patterns and translates them back to the parameter space. In fact,
the shape of a microlensing light curve does follow certain rules, not any arbitrary curve
can be interpreted as a microlensing light curve. SpeciVcally, the limited topologies of the
binary lens magniVcation maps allow only for a limited range of light curve morphologies.
9 | Microlensing of the equal-mass binary
lens
In the simplest possible description of transient binary-lens magniVcation, we need the
three parameters describing a lowest-order point-lens light curve: u0, the closest angular
impact of the source to the centre of mass; tE, the Einstein radius crossing time, and t0, the
time of closest approach of the source to the centre of mass of the lens system, which is
typically used to Vx the epoch of observations, but is irrelevant for the light curve shape.
Beyond the single lens parameters, we need the binary mass ratio q, the angular separation
of the binary components s (normalised to Einstein angles θE), the angular source star
radius ρ, also in units of θE, and the angle α between the binary axis and the direction of
source motion, see also Figure 9.1. We assume uniform, rectilinear relative proper motion
between source and lens for the simulations and ignore higher-order eUects. An observed
light curve also depends on the source Wux FS and the blend Wux FB, but for the purposes of
this study we limit ourselves to theoretical light curves that can be scaled to any arbitrary
FS and have no blend Wux.
Our parametrisation is equivalent to the convention detailed in Skowron et al. (2011,
Appendix A), except that we regard the source rather than the lens system as moving,
resulting in a diUerence of αhere0 = α
Skowron
0 – pi. A change by pi just means the source
is travelling in the opposite direction on the same trajectory which does not aUect the
morphology of the light curve, in other words it is a time reversal of the light curve. More
on the parameter space symmetries in Section 11.2.
Schneider & Weiß (1986) have shown that there are exactly three distinct caustic
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Lens
Source
centre of mass
binary axis
Lens
21
u0 > 0
α Figure 9.1: Our deVnition of u0 and
α. The impact parameter u0 is positive,
when source and lens (centre of mass)
pass each other on the right-hand side
as projected on the plane of sky. α
is the angle between the binary axis
(pointing from primary to secondary
mass) and the source trajectory.
topologies for the case of an equal-mass binary lens. Erdl & Schneider (1993) conVrmed
this to be true for arbitrary mass ratios. They also noted the transition points in the binary
lens separation where the caustic topology changes depending on the lens mass ratio q
(also cf. Dominik (1999b)). A caustic enters the close-separation topology domain when
s < sc,
m1m2 =
1
s8c
(
1 – s4c
3
,
)3
(9.1)
and will show the wide-separation topology when sw < s,
s2w =
(
3
√
m1 + 3
√
m2
)3
, (9.2)
where m1 = m2/q is the primary mass of the binary lens system and m2 the secondary
mass. The Vve caustic examples in Figure 9.2 include the two transitioning cases. There is
a clear evolution from one case to another, showing smooth beak-to-beak metamorphoses1
(and exclusively those) with a changing angular separation s. For two co-planar point-
mass lenses with no external shear (i.e. free from tidal perturbations) and no smooth
background mass, the caustic lines are never nested or self-intersecting. In this study
and the common Galactic lensing applications, caustic lines are always concave, although
convex caustic lines are the norm for an extended lens mass (and point masses surrounded
1As described in catastrophe theory, for further reading see Schneider, Ehlers & Falco (1992) and Petters,
Levine & Wambsganss (2001).
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by a smooth mass distribution, cf. Witt & Petters (1993)).
An isolated pair of lenses close to each other (i.e. s <
√
2/2 for q = 1) result in three
caustics, see Figure 9.2(a): one diamond shaped at the centre of mass, and two small,
triangular, secondary caustics set oU from the binary axis. For extreme (planetary) mass
ratios, the central caustic will assume an arrow shape, pointing towards the secondary
mass and virtually indistinguishable from the central caustic of the wide case with a s[1] ↔
(s[1])–1 ambiguity2 (Dominik, 1999b), while the two secondary caustics will move further
and further away from the small-mass companion and diminish in relative strength.
If the angular separation of the two lenses is of the order of one Einstein radius, there
will be only one central, relatively large, six-cusped caustic, see Figure 9.2(c). For the
equal-mass binary lens “of the order of” means the exact range
√
2/2 < s < 2, if the caustic
lines are not “blurred” by an extended source.
If the two lenses are far from each other (s > 2), two diamond shaped caustics close
to the true position of the lenses result. These will transform into arrow shapes pointing
towards the common centre of mass, if the lenses are closer to each other as in Figure 9.2(e).
If the secondary is less massive, instead of an arrow head, its caustic will retain an extended
diamond shape, and its position will move closer to the primary lens (∼ s – 1/s from the
primary). Under these circumstances this caustic is called the secondary or planetary
caustic.
As an aside, introducing a third lens can lead to exceedingly more complicated caustic
structures. Daněk & Heyrovský (2011) have set out to explore the full range of triple-lens
caustic topologies. Just one very speciVc example, the case of three masses positioned at
the tips of an equilateral triangle with two equal masses at (1 – µ)/2 and a third mass at
µ, boasts 10 diUerent caustic topologies. Many of those can be found in other triple-lens
scenarios, but the list of ten is nowhere close to covering the whole range possible.
For a detailed discussion of the practical application of caustics, especially in view of
very diUerent lens masses, consult Gaudi (2010). The mathematical treatment of caustics,
through singularity theory of diUerentiable maps, is detailed in Petters, Levine & Wambs-
2Where s[1] is the lens separation measured in units of the Einstein angle of the primary mass, not the
total mass.
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ganss (2001).
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(a) s = 0.65 (b) s = 0.7
(c) s = 1.0
(d) s = 2.05 (e) s = 2.5
Figure 9.2: MagniVcation maps showing the three diUerent caustic topologies close, intermediate
and wide and the transition cases for an extended source (ρ = 0.01). The lens positions are marked
with white plus signs, the Einstein radius with the white, dashed circle. All Vve maps have a side
length of 3.0 θE
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10 | ClassiVcation scheme
10.1 The four peak types in microlensing
We desire to Vnd a classiVcation of binary microlensing events that is based solely on
observable features of light curves. We start out on the simple basis that any microlensing
light curve can be described as a sequence of peaks. We propose that a class of light
curves can be summarised by their common sequence of peak types. We recognise that
any microlensing light-curve peak is created by one of four basic mechanisms. We discuss
the four peak types in detail below, but in short summary they are:
1. a cusp grazing (C),
2. a caustic fold entry (F-) or exit (-F),
3. a cusp entry (C-) or exit (-C), or
4. a fold grazing (-F-).
Now, in detail: 1. the cusp grazing, C: The peak that arises when the source passes outside
the caustic but over a cusp, or close enough to one of the cusps to pass over the lobe of
increased magniVcation, is a “cusp grazing”. For a theoretical point source, a cusp is the
point where two fold lines meet; an extended source blurs the fold lines and the location of
the cusp point is less well deVned. We unambiguously call a light curve “cusp-grazing”, if
the source trajectory is outside the caustic pre and post-peak and only a single peak results.
The Paczyński curve can be understood as a grazing of the point caustic (or “cusp”) of the
single lens. The name Paczyński curve should be reserved for single lens light curves only,
but in the limits where a binary lens resembles a single lens, when the source does not
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pass close to the caustics or when the caustics are very small relative to the solid angle of
the source, a single-peaked light curve will result. We do not register any morphological
diUerence to the cusp grazing in the narrow sense – an existing diUerence that we disregard
are discontinuities (or “kinks”) in the light curve, which occur, for example, when the
extended source trajectory cuts perpendicular to the cusp direction and on the inside of
the theoretical cusp position, cf. Figure 10.1.
The second and third type of peak occur in a caustic crossing: If a source passes over a
caustic, which is extended compared to the angular source size, one peak will arise when
the caustic is entered and another when the source exits again from the caustic.
2. the fold entry/exit, F-/-F: When the source enters on a caustic fold, this creates a very
distinctly shaped curve (cf. Schneider, Ehlers & Falco (1992); Gaudi & Petters (2002)), with
a steep, almost vertical rise followed by a more parabolic fall, which does not descend as
low as the caustic-exterior magniVcation. The morphology is mirrored in the fold exit. A
pair of fold entry and exit peaks give rise to the familiar double caustic crossing signature.
3. the cusp entry/exit, C-/-C: If the caustic is entered or exited along a cusp, the peak
will have a more symmetric shape, because the lobe outside the caustic and the close
proximity of the fold lines on the inside of the caustic attenuate the gradient of the passage
on both sides. The fact that the magniVcation in the caustic interior is increased can help
to distinguish it from a cusp-grazing1.
4. the “interior fold approach” or fold grazing, -F-: This type of peak occurs inside the
caustic, while the source trajectory passes close to a caustic fold. Due to the concavity of
the caustic lines, the fold-grazing peak will only be observed if it is an interior approach.
A special case is the peak that occurs when two or more caustic lines are close enough or
strong enough to raise the magniVcation of an extended area between them, giving rise to
a peak that cannot be directly attributed to one single fold.
These “building blocks” of microlensing light curves can be sequenced, subject to a few
rules2:
1Mao, Witt & An (2013) have recently shown that this is not necessarily the case for a multi-planar lens
distribution.
2Considering here only fully covered events.
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• a caustic entry must be followed by a caustic exit3
• a caustic exit cannot occur, if the caustic has not been entered before
• a fold grazing can only take place inside a caustic4
• a cusp grazing can only take place outside a caustic5
All microlensing light curves (in the parameter space considered in this study) adhere
to these rules, but just conforming to these rules does not guarantee a microlensing light
curve.
To see an example of a light curve classiVcation “at work”, consider the light curve
Figure 12.2 h, where we see a (symmetric) cusp entry (C-) paired with an (asymmetric)
fold exit (-F) and a post-caustic grazing of the cusp lobe (C),
C-F︸︷︷︸
caustic
traversal
C︸︷︷︸
cusp
lobe
.
Figure 12.3 c gives a nice example with a clear-cut fold entry (F-), followed by a second
peak still inside the caustic, which can only be an inner fold approach (-F-), a fold exit (-F)
and followed by a Vnal cusp lobe grazing (C), so we classify it as
F-F-F︸ ︷︷ ︸
caustic
traversal
C︸︷︷︸
cusp
lobe
.
We realise that unambiguously establishing the nature of a given peak is often not possi-
ble without knowing the source trajectory, but it is generally straightforward to at least
exclude one or more of the four mechanisms.
An extended source blurs the Vner details of the caustic lines and “delays” the peak of
a caustic entry. To avoid any confusion in nomenclature, we classify strictly on the basis
of light curve features. As an example, Figure 10.1 shows three diUerent cusp-grazing
3For n > 3 lenses the number of entries and exits may be unequal as caustic lines can be intersecting and
nesting. For n = 2, one caustic entry must be followed by one caustic exit, before another caustic entry can
occur.
4True for coplanar lenses.
5True for n = 2 lenses.
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light curves in comparison with a fold-crossing one. We consider in this illustration a
set of parallel source trajectories that are orthogonal to the pointing direction of the cusp.
We unequivocally classify the peaks in the single-peaked light curves as C, whereas the
double-peaked light curve gives us a pair of fold crossings F-F. It follows that the peak
ST 1 ST 2
ST 3 ST 4
Figure 10.1: Comparison of cusp-
grazing and fold-crossing source tra-
jectories. The angular source size is
indicated by the light circles. From
left to right, the light curve morphol-
ogy evolves from a double fold cross-
ing (F-F) to a cusp grazing (C). Where
exactly this transition occurs depends
on the angular source size.
classiVcation does not just depend on the source trajectory relative to the lens positions,
but equally on the angular source size relative to the caustic size. I.e. a given source
trajectory (e.g. ST 2 in Figure 10.1) can yield an F-F morphology for a smaller source and
a C morphology for a larger source, whereas for a given source size ST 1 can result in an
F-F pair, but ST 2 will only show a single peak and be classiVed as C.
Another example is Figure 10.2, in which a fold-grazing source trajectory C-F¯-C, across
a caustic that is close to the limits of the intermediate-to-wide transition, morphs into a
cusp exit/entry pair with an increased source size (C-C C-C).
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ρ = 0.01 ρ = 0.03
ρ = 0.05 ρ = 0.07
Figure 10.2: ClassiVcation in the
case of a beak-to-beak metamorpho-
sis. The magniVcation curves re-
sult from the same source trajectory,
but with diUerent source sizes (as in-
dicated by the white circles). The
smallest source produces an unam-
biguous fold-grazing, as the central
peak occurs inside the caustic (C-F¯-
C). Interestingly, the larger sources
create a central pair of peaks instead,
thus leading us to classify the light
curves as C-C C-C. This might seem
counterintuitive, before one consid-
ers the convoluted magniVcation pat-
tern, where it becomes clear that a
larger source shifts the position of the
beak-to-beak fold merger – thereby
causing the caustic topology change
to occur at a smaller separation com-
pared to the smaller source.
For our classiVcation, we ignore the absolute and relative strengths of the light curve
peaks, but we base the scheme on the observable number of peaks and identiVable peak
types. While no observed light curve is ever fully determined (due to the discrete nature
of photometric data taking), it is possible to make an educated guess about the minimum
number of peaks. Gaps in the coverage can hide a peak, but they cannot reduce the number
of detected peaks. Data noise and systematics can potentially create a false peak, but this
can be dealt with by setting a suitable threshold.
10.2 Notation for binary-lens caustic features
In this chapter, we deviate from the “observability principle” in the sense that a caustic
feature (corresponding to a peak) of an observed light curve will generally only be iden-
tiVed after the conclusion of the modelling. Nonetheless, we found the notation scheme
presented here to be useful when identifying classes and discussing related light curve
types. It also serves as a quick notation for potential models (or rather model classes) for
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observed light curves.
All peaks of a binary-lens light curve can be traced back to features of the caustic of
the lens system. We have developed a “shorthand” notation for these features, sketched in
Figures 10.3, 10.4 and 10.5 and listed in Table 10.1. In this study, we use and depict this
shorthand only for the equal-mass binary lens, but we point out its universal applicability
to any binary mass ratio.
We denote folds of a caustic with a lower-case letter and cusps with an upper-case
letter. As discussed in Section 10.1, peaks arise either when the source trajectory crosses a
fold or a cusp (in the projection on the plane of sky) or when the source trajectory passes
suXciently close to a fold (caustic-interior) or a cusp (caustic-exterior).
The caustics of a multiple lens system are lines of strong magniVcation where the
Wux of a theoretical point source is inVnitely magniVed, but it is important to note that
the strength of magniVcation varies considerably between one point on a fold line and
another, as well as from one cusp to the next. In the equal-mass binary case, regardless of
the speciVc topology, the points of maximum magniVcation are the two “A”-cusps on the
binary axis, followed by those parts of the “a”-folds closest to the axis.
The four oU-axis cusps (“B”) in the intermediate case, cf. Figure 10.4, can be traced
across diUerent separations. When the two lenses are moved closer together, the a-folds
will eventually merge and split the single caustic line into three separate caustics. The
newly created cusps are denoted by “C”. A similar metamorphosis takes place, when the
two lenses are set further apart, except that in this case the “b”-folds will merge to form
the new “D”-cusps.
All cusps are strongly magnifying compared to their immediate surroundings, but it
is always the cusps closest to the binary axis that are the strongest in comparison. After
the A-cusps come the Ctp or Cbp-cusps in the close topology case and the D-cusps in the
wide-separation case.
In the close topology, the closer the two lenses are positioned, the further the two trian-
gular, secondary caustics will move out from the axis and they will continually decrease in
size and strength, whereas the central caustic only decreases in size but gains in strength,
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until at lims→ 0 the binary lens becomes indistinguishable from a single lens.
Conversely, in the wide topology, the two arrow-shaped caustics become more and
more symmetric towards a diamond shape and decrease in size, until for lims→∞ the B-
cusps point perpendicular to the axis and the D-cusps become more equal in strength
to the A-cusps. Ultimately the two caustics converge to two points, at which stage two
independent single lenses will be observed rather than one binary system.
The binary axis is taken to point from the heavier (primary) lens to the smaller-mass
(secondary) lens, if there is a mass inequality. All peaks arising from features closer to
or facing the primary lens are furnished with an index “1”, whereas those nearer the sec-
ondary lens are indexed “2”. For example, A2 will be weaker than A1, for unequal lens
masses. Every set of exactly two point lenses with no external shear6 is symmetric in the
binary axis. We also want to distinguish the symmetric caustic features, which are mir-
rored across the binary axis. Quite arbitrarily, we denote them with “t” or top, if they are
on the left-hand side of the binary axis (looking from primary to secondary) and “b” or
bottom, if they lie on the right-hand side. Figures 10.3, 10.4 and 10.5 better illustrate the
“logic” behind this choice.
Notation Meaning
a, b fold
A, B, C, D cusp
[a. . . ; [A. . . caustic entry (via fold; via cusp)
. . . a]; . . . A] caustic exit (via fold; via cusp)
[ . . . a . . . ] fold grazing (always inside (or on) caustic for binary case)
. . . A . . . cusp grazing (always outside (or on) caustic for binary case)
1 nearer binary mass 1
2 nearer binary mass 2
t “above” binary axis
b “below” binary axis
p primary caustic (in close-separation case)
s secondary caustic (in close-separation case)
Table 10.1: Caustic feature notation. The sketches in Figures 10.3, 10.4 and 10.5 provide a better
overview.
6or only shear that is exactly parallel or orthogonal to the binary axis
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Considering the special case of an equal-mass binary, we have a second symmetry
axis through the centre of mass, i.e. through the midpoint between the two lenses and
perpendicular to the binary axis. This does not aUect the choice of notation. The chosen
caustic feature notation scheme covers all scenarios with two point lenses, including mass
ratios very diUerent from unity. The notation scheme is summarised in Table 10.1.
b t
a bp1 a bp2
a tp1 a tp2
A 1 A 2
a bs2a bs1
Bb1 Bb2bb
a ts1 a ts2
Bt2Bt1
Cbs
Cbp
Ctp
Cts
primary caustic
secondary caustic
secondary caustic
1 2
top
bottom
Figure 10.3: Caustic features of the close-separation binary lens.
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1 2
top
bottom
B
B
a a
B
A 2A 1
a a
b t
bb
Bt1 t2
t2t1
b1 b2
b2b1
Figure 10.4: Caustic features of the intermediate-separation binary lens.
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A 1
Bt1
Bb1
a b1
a t1
Bt2
Bb2
a b2
a t2
bb2
b t2
D2
b t1
bb1
D1 A 2 21
bottom
top
Figure 10.5: Caustic features of the wide-separation binary lens.
11 | Methodology
In order to achieve a complete classiVcation of binary lens light curve morphologies, we
process simulated light curves. We then consider light curves grouped in the parameter
space by their number of maxima. The parameter space we want to cover is the equal-mass
lens (q = 1), the separation s across all topologies and the source trajectory parameters 0 ≤
α < 2pi and u0 as far as new morphologies can be expected to occur. We use an extended
source with angular radius 0.01 θE. For each light curve we record the number of peaks
and visualise the results in peak-number plots (over α and u0). The resulting iso-maxima
regions are examined with regard to the contained light curve morphologies. Broadly
speaking, an iso-maxima region, covering a “bundle” of neighbouring source trajectories,
corresponds to a speciVc sequence of caustic features. One step up in the classiVcation
hierarchy, diUerent iso-peak regions are collected in morphology classes (as introduced in
Chapter 10).
11.1 Light curve simulation and processing
In our examination of the equal-mass binary lens case, we simulate microlensing light
curves for all (relevant) volumes of the s, α, u0 parameter space. We simulate the light
curves with inverse ray shooting, using a software library written in 2010 by Marnach1.
Assuming static lenses, this means we can compute magniVcation maps for every (q, s)
set, fold them with the source star proVle with a radius ρ and then extract a large number
of light curves diUering in α and u0 at virtually no computational cost. During the peak
1Published at https://github.com/smarnach/luckylensing.
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counting, numerical noise can create artiVcial peaks and troughs, especially for source
trajectories that run at a small angle to fold lines. To avoid these, we require a minimal
diUerence between the maximum and the minima on either side of 5% of the nearest local
minimum value, before a trough-peak-trough occurrence is counted as a peak. Because
of this threshold, sometimes true peaks will be disregarded in the maxima counting algo-
rithm. But this is unlikely to make us miss a whole iso-maxima region, as generally the
region boundary (where the formerly disregarded peak becomes signiVcant) will only be
slightly shifted in the u0, α-plane.
An hypothetical point source is often useful in theoretical studies of the behaviour of
gravitational lenses, but because we want to examine the range of real, observable light
curve morphologies, we use an extended source size of 10–2 θE for our simulations. The
source size does inWuence the shape of a light curve, as discussed in Chapter 10. A pair of
fold crossings can be merged into a single peak, a whole caustic can be crossed and appear
as a single peak, but as long as the solid angle of the source area is small relative to the
caustic extent, the absolute size will not change the number of distinct morphologies that
can be studied. For the studied mass ratio q = 1, we can aUord to use a moderately large
source that reduces the numerical noise in our samples. Meaningful studies of planetary
mass ratios q . 10–3, require a smaller source size. We point out that not all of the peak
types of Section 10.1 can be simulated with a point source: the cusp crossing can only
occur, if the point source enters the caustic exactly over the inVnitesimal cusp point. The
probability for this occurrence is therefore zero.
11.2 Iso-maxima regions
Per examined separation, we plot the number of local maxima per light curve over α, u0
of its source trajectory, see Figure 11.1.
Beyond the trivial periodicity of α with period 2pi, there are several symmetries in the
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Figure 11.1: Extended plot of the iso-maxima regions to illustrate existing symmetries and the
seamless continuation of iso-maxima regions beyond the Vrst quadrant.
Also shown is a caustic feature region: the green outline frames the area where the at1 fold
gives rise to a light curve peak, more speciVcally the top and bottom regions contain the fold
entry [at1 . . .] whereas the middle region contains the fold exit [. . . at1]. The green shade marks
areas where the at1 fold is crossed twice (requiring [. . . at1] [at1 . . .] to be part of the light curve).
Moving to a slightly smaller u0 from the shaded area, the light curves will display the fold grazing
[. . . at1 . . .].
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two-dimensional (u0,α) space. Generally, for a binary lens,
(u0,α)⇔ (–u0, –α) (11.1)
is an exact degeneracy, which is caused by the intrinsic symmetry of the binary lens across
the binary axis. Skowron et al. (2009, Appendix A) argues that models for static binaries
should be expressed in the range u ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ α < 2pi, with the exception of cases
that display parallax eUect where the apparent source position can appear on both sides
of the lens. We generally subscribe to this view, nonetheless it is instructive to, at least
once, visualise the “full” parameter space as in Figure 11.1. Since we are interested in the
morphology only,
(u0,α)⇔ (–u0,α + pi), (11.2)
gives the symmetry of a time reversal (where the sign of u0 has to change according to
the convention, because the source now passes the lens on the other side). We can also
combine the two,
(u0,α)⇔ (u0,pi – α). (11.3)
For the special case of the equal-mass binary, we also have a perfect degeneracy
u0 ⇔ –u0, (11.4)
i.e. the plot is axis-symmetric in u0.
Thanks to these symmetries, we can restrict ourselves to the Vrst quadrant, 0 < u0,
0 < α < pi/2. In the resulting plots, e.g. Figure 14.4, we can identify and isolate regions of a
uniform peak number, so-called iso-maxima regions.
We note that whenever one moves from one iso-maxima region to a neighbouring one,
the morphology of the light curve peaks changes – naturally, because the border will be
overstepped whenever a peak is created or destroyed. In a given quadrant, there are no
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two iso-maxima regions with the same number of peaks that contain the same sequence
of caustic features.
We also note that it is possible, but rare, to Vnd diUerent morphologies within one
iso-peak region, for example when a fold-crossing peak morphs into a cusp crossing with
a changing α. Where these occur, we have given two labels to the connected region, an
example of this are regions II b-1 and II b-2 in Table 14.5.
We label the iso-maxima regions with a roman numeral, for the number of light-curve
peaks counted in that region, followed by a lowercase letter, the alphabetical assignation
of which is arbitrarily starting in the origin of the α, u0 plot. We base our designation on
the separation s = 1.0, but the same region will have the same label across all separations2.
There are cases where the caustic feature identiVcation changes with separation just in
name. For example, when the at∗ folds, with a decreasing lens separation, Vrst merge and
then split apart in a beak-to-beak transformation, the remnant folds, ats∗ and atp∗, can still
cause an F-F class light curve; an [at1at2] double fold crossing in the intermediate case
is essentially identical to the [atp1atp2] and the [ats1ats2] in the close-separation case. We
choose to reWect these relations with a superscript. For our example, the region II b splits
in into two separate regions II bcp (“close separation, primary caustic”) and II bcs (“close
separation, secondary caustic”), with the I b region in between where the two at folds have
merged into a single C-type peak. The superscript w is similarly employed for the wide
separation case.
We then map the caustic features to the broader peak typology, thereby reducing the
complexity of the light curve description and enabling us to collate diUerent regions in
more general morphology classes.
2Currently, diUerent regions can have the same name, if have been newly labelled in both, the close and
wide topology.
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12 | Results
We have computed peak-number plots for a range of mass ratios and separations, as pre-
sented in Figure 12.1. An intriguing picture emerges as we see how diUerent iso-maxima
regions stretch across the four-dimensional q-s-u0-α space. A decreasing mass ratio q ren-
ders the plots increasingly asymmetric. While the plots in column s = 1 show a fairly even
distribution of multi-peak regions in the higher mass ratios, we can see that the areas of
“high activity”, i.e. with high peak counts and small iso-maxima regions, correspond to
the caustic axes in the closer (u0 ∼ 0, α ∼ pi/2) and wider (u0 ∼ 0, α ∼ 0) separation cases.
Focussing on the equal-mass binary lens, we analysed peak-number plots spanning all
caustic topologies and the two transitioning cases (cf. Figure 9.2): close (s = 0.65), close-
to-intermediate (s = 0.7), intermediate (s = 0.85, 1.0, 1.5), intermediate-to-wide (s = 2.05)
and wide (s = 2.5). As discussed in Section 11.1, we were motivated to use an extended
source with an angular radius, ρ = 0.01 (in units of Einstein angles) and work with a peak
threshold of 5% above the nearest minima. The detailed iso-maxima region results are
printed in the appendix Chapter 14; we provide a summary and an overview here.
Within the peak-number plots, we know the light curve composition in each (substan-
tial) iso-maxima region, i.e. we know which sequence of caustic features produces the
observable peaks of all light curves in that region. We note that it is mostly a bijective
mapping, with only very few regions containing more than one kind of caustic feature se-
quences. In no case, do two unconnected regions share the same caustic feature sequence.
The light curves (and iso-maxima regions) are collected in morphology classes, where
each peak is morphologically classiVed as one of the following: cusp-grazing, cusp-crossing,
fold-crossing or fold-grazing. A substantial subset of morphology classes can be found in
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s = 0.6 → s = 1.5
q = 1.0
↑
q = 0.1
Figure 12.1: Overview over the iso-maxima regions for a nested [s, q], [u0, α] grid. The larger
grid covers the range 0.6 ≤ s ≤ 1.5, 0.1 ≤ q ≤ 1.0 in steps of 0.1. In each of the 100 subplots,
the colour-coded peak-count per source trajectory is plotted over the range –1.0 ≤ u0 ≤ 1.0,
0.0 ≤ α ≤ pi/2. White means the light curve has a single peak, black means ten peaks (there are
only a handful of nine-peak and ten-peak light curves). The Vrst row corresponds to ten diUerent
separations of the equal-mass binary lens.
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all examined separation settings. Other classes only appear when a higher or lower sep-
aration leads to multi-caustic topologies, whereas the speciVc example of a double fold
grazing is necessarily limited to the intermediate caustic cases1.
Table 12.1 provides an overview over the complete classiVcation. Sample light curves
for each morphology class can be studied in Figures 12.2 to 12.6.
1Although it will reappear in the arrow-shaped primary caustic of extreme mass ratios.
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12.1 Classes overview
Table 12.1: Summary of morphology classes. Sample light curves in Figures 12.2 to 12.6.
Morphology Class s = 0.65 s = 0.7 s = 0.85 s = 1.0 s = 1.5 s = 2.05 s = 2.5
I C¯ X X X X X X X
II
F-F X X X X X X X
C¯ C¯ X X X X X X X
C-C X X X X X
C-F X X X X
III
C¯ F-F X X X X X X X
F-F¯-F X X X X X X X
C-F C¯ X X X X X X X
C¯ C¯ C¯ X X X X X X X
C-F¯-F X
IV
C¯ F-F C¯ X X X X X X X
F-F F-F X X X X X X X
F-F¯-F C¯ X X X X X X
F-F¯-F¯-F X X
C-F F-F X X
F-F C¯ C¯ X X X X
C-C C-C X X
V
C¯ F-F F-F X X X X X X X
F-F F-F¯-F X X
C¯ F-F¯-F C¯ X X
F-F C¯ F-F X X X X
C¯ F-F C¯ C¯ X X X
C¯ F-C F-F X X X
C¯ F-F C-F X
C-C F-F C¯ X
C-F F-F C¯ X
C-F C¯ F-F X
VI
F-F F-F F-F X X X
C¯ F-F F-F C¯ X X X
C¯ F-F C¯ F-F X X X
C-F C¯ F-F C¯ X X
C-C C¯ F-F C¯ X
C¯ F-C F-F C¯ X
F-F F-C F-F X
C¯ F-F C¯ C-F X
VII
C¯ F-F C¯ C¯ F-F X
C¯ F-F C¯ F-F C¯ X X
C¯ F-C C¯ F-F C¯ X
C-F C¯ C¯ F-F C¯ X
VIII C¯ F-F C¯ C¯ F-F C¯ X
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Figure 12.2: Morphology class sample light curves. Plotted is the magniVcation on a logarithmic
scale in the uniform range from 1 to 50. The small plot shows the corresponding caustic topology
and the source trajectory. Caustics computed with Caustic Finder by Schmidt, published 2008 at
causticfinder.sourceforge.net.
(a) I C¯
s = 1.0
u0 = 1
α0 = 1.55
(b) II F-F
s = 1.0
u0 = 0.55
α0 = 0.05
(c) II C¯ C¯
s = 1.0
u0 = 0.73
α0 = 0.05
(d) II C-C
s = 1.0
u0 = 0
α0 = 0
(e) II C-F
s = 2.05
u0 = 0.6
α0 = 1.01
(f) III C¯ F-F
s = 1.0
u0 = 0.5
α0 = 0.7854
(g) III F-F¯-F
s = 1.0
u0 = 0.58
α0 = 0.05
(h) III C-F C¯
s = 1.0
u0 = 0.015
α0 = 0.05
(i) III C¯ C¯ C¯
s = 1.0
u0 = 0.34
α0 = 1.55
(j) III C-F¯-F
s = 1.5
u0 = 0.125
α0 = 0.21
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Figure 12.3: Morphology class sample light curves. (Continued.)
(a) IV C¯ F-F C¯
s = 1.0
u0 = 0.34
α0 = 0.7854
(b) IV F-F F-F
s = 1.0
u0 = 0.25
α0 = 1.2
(c) IV F-F¯-F C¯
s = 1.0
u0 = 0.225
α0 = 0.9
(d) IV F-F¯-F¯-F
s = 1.0
u0 = 0.135
α0 = 1.55
(e) IV C-F F-F
s = 2.05
u0 = 0.06
α0 = 0.07
(f) IV F-F C¯ C¯
s = 2.05
u0 = 0.04
α0 = 0.2
(g) IV C-C C-C
s = 2.05
u0 = 0
α0 = 0
(h) IV C-F C¯ C¯
s = 2.5
u0 = 0.06
α0 = 0.05
(i) V C¯ F-F F-F
s = 1.0
u0 = 0.18
α0 = 1.55
(j) V F-F F-F¯-F
s = 1.0
u0 = 0.15
α0 = 1.55
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Figure 12.4: Morphology class sample light curves. (Continued.)
(a) V C¯ F-F¯-F C¯
s = 2.05
u0 = 0.055
α0 = 0.15
(b) V F-F C¯ F-F
s = 2.05
u0 = 0.005
α0 = 0.15
(c) V C¯ F-F C¯ C¯
s = 2.05
u0 = 0.045
α0 = 0.15
(d) V C¯ F-C F-F
s = 0.7
u0 = 0.02
α0 = 1.52
(e) V C¯ F-F C-F
s = 0.7
u0 = 0.03
α0 = 1.53
(f) V C-C F-F C¯
s = 2.5
u0 = 0.023
α0 = 0.023
(g) V C-F F-F C¯
s = 2.05
u0 = 0.045
α0 = 0.045
(h) V C-F C¯ F-F
s = 2.5
u0 = 0.037
α0 = 0.027
(i) VI F-F F-F F-F
s = 1.0
u0 = 0.165
α0 = 1.55
(j) VI C¯ F-F F-F C¯
s = 2.5
u0 = 0.042
α0 = 0.002
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Figure 12.5: Morphology class sample light curves. (Continued.)
(a) VI C¯ F-F C¯ F-F
s = 2.5
u0 = 0.01
α0 = 0.05
(b) VI C-F C¯ F-F C¯
s = 2.5
u0 = 0.03
α0 = 0.02
(c) VI C-C C¯ F-F C¯
s = 2.5
u0 = 0.01
α0 = 0.01
(d) VI C¯ F-C F-F C¯
s = 2.5
u0 = 0.02
α0 = 0.028
(e) VI F-F F-C F-F
s = 0.7
u0 = 0.005
α0 = 1.54
(f) VI C¯ F-F C¯ C-F
s = 0.65
u0 = 0.03
α0 = 1.55
(g) VII C¯ F-F C¯ C¯ F-F
s = 0.65
u0 = 0.055
α0 = 1.507
(h) VII C¯ F-F C¯ F-F C¯
s = 2.5
u0 = 0.01
α0 = 0.037
(i) VII C¯ F-C C¯ F-F C¯
s = 2.5
u0 = 0.006
α0 = 0.017
(j) VII C-F C¯ C¯ F-F C¯
s = 2.5
u0 = 0.02
α0 = 0.01
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Figure 12.6: Morphology class sample light curves. (Continued.)
(a) VIII C¯ F-F C¯ C¯ F-F C¯
s = 2.5
u0 = 0.02
α0 = 0.002
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12.2 Further considerations
Source size Two peaks will generally merge into one, if their angular separation is
smaller than the angular source diameter (disregarding limb-darkening eUects). In our
simulations the source has a diameter of 2 × 10–2 θE, i.e. peaks within 2 × 10–2 tE of each
other would be missed. We work with the (unproven) assumption that a larger source size
can only lead to a smaller number of identiVed morphologies. We demonstrate this for
q = 1.0, s = 1.0 in Figure 12.7.
Figure 12.7: Comparison of peak-number plots resulting from diUerent source sizes (from left
to right: ρ = 0.005, 0.01, 0.02), scale and ranges as in Figure 14.4: x-axis: 0 ≤ u0 ≤ 1.0, y-axis:
0.0 ≤ α ≤ pi/2, white means the light curve has a single peak, dark blue means six peaks. The
change in iso-maxima regions is subtle, but noticeable. The smallest source not only leads to
more iso-maxima regions, but also to more numerical artefacts.
D’Ago already has complementary classiVcation results for the equal-mass binary with
a smaller source (ρ = 0.002), which show additional morphological classes, especially in
the non-intermediate topology regimes, and contain light curves with higher peak counts
(up to ten peaks for close separations, in the F-F C¯ C¯ F-F C¯ C¯ F-F class).
We also refer to our motivation for an extended source in Section 11.1.
Error margin While we aim for completeness, due to the numerical nature of our study
we have to ignore very small sub-regions of the studied parameter space and therefore
might have missed out on a particular light curve morphology. Within this space we have
examined all iso-maxima regions larger than 10 by 10 pixel, i.e. 102 × 1/(u0-sampling) ×
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X F-F C¯ C¯ F-F C¯ C¯ F-F
s = 0.65
u0 = 0.005
α0 = 1.57
Figure 12.8: Example for a ten-peaked, binary-lens light curve (angular source radius: ρ = 0.002).
The magniVcation is plotted in the range from 1 to 50 in a logarithmic scale. The small plot shows
the corresponding caustic topology and the source trajectory. Caustics computed with Caustic
Finder by Schmidt, published 2008 at causticfinder.sourceforge.net.
pi
2 /(α-sampling), meaning that within a given Einstein radius and with our sampling of 800,
the probability to observe that particular light curve morphology is smaller than. 1/3200.
χ2 landscape We consider the relations between the iso-maxima regions and the topog-
raphy of the optimisation surface in Figures 12.9 and 12.10. Even though the visualisation
is restricted to two dimensions (u0, α), it is still striking to see the large number of local
minima that a modeller has to deal with. It remains to be explored whether or not there
can be more than one local minimum in a single morphology region. In particular, the
study needs to be expanded in q and s. But even at this stage one can draw conclusions
from the distribution of iso-maxima regions: where they occur at a high-density, the grid
of initial model seeds should be reVned to match their density. In Figure 12.10, the plot of
the L2 norm emphasises the prominence of cusp traverses on the optimisation surface.
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Figure 12.9: Topography of the χ2 landscape corresponding to Figure 11.1 (q = 1.0, s = 1.0,
u0, α). This is an arbitrary example for the χ2 values from comparing the sample light curve
(q = 1.0, s = 1.0, u0 = 0.15, α = 0.7) with each light curve on the plot. Every pixel shows the
resulting goodness-of-Vt value (only the relative values are of interest here). There is a large
number of local minima and one perfect degeneracy due to the equal-lens-masses symmetry,
(u0,α) ⇔ (–u0,pi – α). It remains to be conVrmed whether or not there can be more than one
local minimum in a single iso-maxima region. Some of the ridges are caused by cusp traverses,
as illustrated in Figure 12.10.
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Figure 12.10: Topography of the (q = 1.0, s = 1.0, u0, α) parameter space. Each pixel shows the
L2 norm of the corresponding light curve (i.e.
√∑
data(i)2). The ridges partly correspond to
the cusp-crossing light curves, marked by the dashed lines, which cross one of the six cusps of
the intermediate binary caustic (A1, A2, Bt1, Bt2, Bb1, Bb2 as indicated), also cf. Night, Di Stefano
& Schwamb (2008, Figure 2). Where the red ridge diverges from the dashed lines, the source
trajectories lie very close to the a-folds, i.e. the light curves contain either a fold grazing or fold
exit-entry pair on the fold (at1 in the Vrst quadrant).
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13 | Conclusion and future prospects
We have compiled an unprecedented catalogue of microlensing light curve morphologies
for the equal-mass binary lens. We realised that all peaks in microlensing light curves
can be classiVed in just four categories: cusp-grazing, cusp-crossing, fold-crossing or fold-
grazing. In order to achieve this complete classiVcation, we have developed a general
notation scheme for the features of binary-lens caustics. Our tool, plots of peak number
over u0 and α, serves to provide insight into the the microlensing parameter space.
To drive this study further, it is essential to improve the workWow from light curve
to morphology class. Fortunately, D’Ago has recently recognised the inherent ability of
image-contouring microlensing codes to automatically classify a simulated light curve
(private communication). Image-contouring code has to keep track of image locations and
image boundaries at any given point in the modelling process (cf. Bozza (2001); Dominik
(2007)). Whenever the source enters a caustic via a fold, a pair of images is created at the
corresponding point of the critical curve. Initially, the two image centres – one inside and
one outside of the critical curve – will be enclosed by a common image contour. When the
whole extended source has traversed the fold, the images will split. Essentially, by image
tracing and contouring we know that a source is straddling a fold, whenever there are two
image centres contained in one image boundary. If the source sits on a cusp, there will be
three image centres in one connected image boundary (which can be visualised as an image
pair destruction and creation happening simultaneously). Combined with the knowledge
of whether the source is caustic-interior or exterior, before and after the traversal, we
can unambiguously determine the peak type. With this level of automatisation, it will be
feasible to extend the classiVcation towards planetary mass ratios and smaller source sizes.
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Once this has been achieved, the scheme can unfold its full potential and help to reVne the
initial seeding of modelling codes.
We have only very brieWy mentioned the existence of caustic-feature regions as “meta
regions” to the iso-maxima regions, i.e. the combination of all iso-maxima regions con-
taining one speciVc, caustic-related peak. Unfortunately, we have not yet found a good
way to extract and preserve the information about these meta regions, but in fact they
can provide a more fundamental understanding of the parameter space, since iso-maxima
regions are basically just “stacks” of caustic-feature regions. In contrast to iso-maxima re-
gions, caustic-feature regions are smooth structures and, like the caustics they are derived
from, they change continuously over the parameter space. If their boundaries could be
analytically derived from the caustic lines, an even more elegant solution to the automatic
classiVcation could be reached.
14 | Appendix Morphology
All results presented here were computed for the equal-mass binary, q = 1, with a Wat-disk
source, ρ = 0.01, and a peak counting threshold of 5%.
14.1 Angular lens separation s = 0.65
Figure 14.1: Iso-maxima regions. s = 0.65.
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Table 14.1: Caustic feature sequences for iso-maxima plot in Figure 14.1 (q = 1.0, s = 0.65).
Iso – maximaregion Caustic feature sequence Morphology class
Ia outside caustics C¯
Ib between caustics C¯
IIa [A1A2] C-C
IIbc – 2 [ats1Bt2] F-C
IIbcp – 1 [atp1atp2] F-F
IIbcs – 1 [ats1ats2] F-F
IIc Bt1Bt2 C¯ C¯
IIdc – 1 [abp1atp2] F-F
IIdc – 2 [A1atp2] C-F
IIec [ats1bt] F-F
IIg A1Bt1 C¯ C¯
IIip A1Ctp C¯ C¯
IIIacp [A1atp2]A2 C-F C¯
IIIbcp A1[atp1atp2] C¯ F-F
IIIdc A1[abp1atp2] C¯ F-F
IIIec [ats1bt]Bt2 F-F C¯
IIIfc [abp1atp1atp2] F-F¯-F
IIIgc [abp1atp2]Bt2 F-F C¯
IIIic A1[ats1bt] C¯ F-F
IIInc [abp1atp1]Bt1 F-F C¯
IIIo Bb1A1Bt1 C¯ C¯ C¯
IIIpcs [ats1ats2]Bt2 F-F C¯
IIIr [abp1atp2]Ctp F-F C¯
IIIs A1CtsBt2 C¯ C¯ C¯
IVac A1[atp1atp2]A2 C¯ F-F C¯
IVcc A1[abp1atp2]A2 C¯ F-F C¯
IVfcs A1[ats1ats2]Bt2 C¯ F-F C¯
IVgc Bb1[abp1atp2]Bt2 C¯ F-F C¯
IVhc [abp1atp1][ats1bt] F-F F-F
IVlc Bb1[abp1atp1]Bt1 C¯ F-F C¯
IVmc [abp1atp1][atp1atp2] F-F F-F
IVr [abp1atp1]CtpBt2 F-F C¯ C¯
IVs A1Cts[ats2bt] C¯ C¯ F-F
IVtc A1[ats1ats2bt] C¯ F-F¯-F
Vbc Bb1[abp1atp1][ats1bt] C¯ F-F F-F
Vj Bb1[abp1atp1]CtpBt2 C¯ F-F C¯ C¯
Vk [abp1atp1]Cts[ats1bt] F-F C¯ F-F
Vn Bb1[abp1Ctp][ats2bt] C¯ F-C F-F
VIe Bb1[abp1atp1]Ctp[ats2bt] C¯ F-F C¯ F-F
Continued on next page.
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Table 14.1: Continued. (q = 1.0, s = 0.65)
Iso – maximaregion Caustic feature sequence Morphology class
VIh Bb1[abp1atp1]Ctp[Ctsbt] C¯ F-F C¯ C-F
VIIf Bb1[abp1atp1]CtpCts[ats2bt] C¯ F-F C¯ C¯ F-F
Table 14.2: Morphology classiVcation of equal-mass binary lens light curves for separation s =
0.65. Asymmetric morphologies and their time reversals are classed together.
Morphology class Iso – maximaregions
C¯ Ia, b
C-C IIa
F-F IIbcp – 1, bcs – 1, dc – 1, ec
C¯ C¯ IIc, g, ip
F-C IIbc – 2, dc – 2
C-F C¯ IIIacp
C¯ F-F IIIbcp, dc, ec, gc, ic, nc, pcs, r
F-F¯-F IIIfc,
C¯ C¯ C¯ IIIo, s
C¯ F-F C¯ IVac, cc, fcs, gc, lc
F-F F-F IVhc, mc
F-F C¯ C¯ IVr, s
F-F F-F C¯ Vbc
C¯ F-F C¯ C¯ Vj
C¯ F-C F-F Vn
F-F C¯ F-F Vk
C¯ F-F C¯ F-F VIe
C¯ F-F C¯ C-F VIh
C¯ F-F C¯ C¯ F-F VIIf
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14.2 Angular lens separation s = 0.7
Figure 14.2: Iso-maxima regions. s = 0.7.
Table 14.3: Caustic feature sequences for iso-maxima plot in Figure 14.2 (q = 1.0, s = 0.7).
Iso-maxima region Caustic feature sequence Morphology class
I a outside caustics C¯
I b between caustics C¯
II a [A1A2] C-C
II bc – 2 [ats1Bt2] F-C
II bcp – 1 [atp1atp2] F-F
II bcs – 1 [ats1ats2] F-F
II c Bt1Bt2 C¯ C¯
II dc – 1 [abp1atp2] F-F
Continued on next page.
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Table 14.3: Continued. (q = 1.0, s = 0.7)
Iso-maxima region Caustic feature sequence Morphology class
II dc – 2 [A1atp2] C-F
II ec [ats1bt] F-F
II g A1Bt1 C¯ C¯
II ip A1Ctp C¯ C¯
III acp [A1atp2]A2 C-F C¯
III bcp A1[atp1atp2] C¯ F-F
III bcs A1[ats1ats2] C¯ F-F
III dc A1[abp1atp2] C¯ F-F
III ec [ats1bt]Bt2 F-F C¯
III fc [abp1atp1atp2] F-F¯-F
III gc [abp1atp2]Bt2 F-F C¯
III ic A1[ats1bt] C¯ F-F
III nc [abp1atp1]Bt1 F-F C¯
III o Bb1A1Bt1 C¯ C¯ C¯
III pcs [ats1ats2]Bt2 F-F C¯
III r [abp1atp2]Ctp F-F C¯
III s A1CtsBt2 C¯ C¯ C¯
IV ac A1[atp1atp2]A2 C¯ F-F C¯
IV cc A1[abp1atp2]A2 C¯ F-F C¯
IV fcs A1[ats1ats2]Bt2 C¯ F-F C¯
IV gc Bb1[abp1atp2]Bt2 C¯ F-F C¯
IV hc – 1 [abp1atp1][ats1bt] F-F F-F
IV lc Bb1[abp1atp1]Bt1 C¯ F-F C¯
IV mc [abp1atp1][atp1atp2] F-F F-F
IV r [abp1atp1]CtpBt2 F-F C¯ C¯
IV s A1Cts[ats2bt] C¯ C¯ F-F
V bc Bb1[abp1atp1][ats1bt] C¯ F-F F-F
V i [abp1atp1]Cts[ats2bt] F-F C¯ F-F
V j Bb1[abp1atp1]CtpBt2 C¯ F-F C¯ C¯
V l Bb1[abp1atp1][Ctsbt] C¯ F-F C-F
V n Bb1[abp1Ctp][ats2bt] C¯ F-C F-F
V w [bbabs1][abp1atbt] F-F F-F¯-F
VI ac [bbabs1][abp1atp1][ats1bt] F-F F-F F-F
VI h Bb1[abp1atp1]Ctp[ats2bt] C¯ F-F C¯ C-F
VI o [bbabs1][abp1Ctp][ats2bt] F-F F-C F-F
114 14.2. S = 0.7
Table 14.4: Morphology classiVcation of equal-mass binary lens light curves for separation s =
0.7. Asymmetric morphologies and their time reversals are classed together.
Morphology class Iso-maxima regions
C¯ I a, b
C-C II a
F-F II bcp-1, bcs-1, dc-1, ec
C¯ C¯ II c, g, ip
F-C II bc-2, dc-2
C-F C¯ III acp
C¯ F-F III bcp, bcs, dc, ec, gc, ic, nc, pcs, r
F-F¯-F III fc,
C¯ C¯ C¯ III o, s
C¯ F-F C¯ IV ac, cc, fcs, gc, lc
F-F F-F IV hc-1, mc
F-F¯-F C¯ IV tc
F-F C¯ C¯ IV r, s
F-F F-F C¯ V bc
C¯ F-F C¯ C¯ V j
C¯ F-C F-F V n
F-F C¯ F-F V i
F-F F-F F-F VI ac
F-F F-C F-F VI o
C¯ F-F C¯ F-F VI h
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14.3 Angular lens separation s = 0.85
Figure 14.3: Iso-maxima regions. s = 0.85.
Table 14.5: Caustic feature sequences for iso-maxima plot in Figure 14.3 (q = 1.0, s = 0.85).
Iso-maxima region Caustic feature sequence Morphology class
Ia Paczyński peak C¯
II a [A1A2] C-C
II b-1 [at1at2] F-F
II b-2 [at1Bt2] F-C
II c Bt1Bt2 C¯ C¯
II d-1 [ab1at2] F-F
II d-2 [A1at2] C-F
II e [at1bt] F-F
Continued on next page.
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Table 14.5: Continued. (q = 1.0, s = 0.85)
Iso-maxima region Caustic feature sequence Morphology class
II f [ab1bt] F-F
II g A1Bt1 C¯ C¯
III a [A1at2]A2 C-F C¯
III b A1[at1at2] C¯ F-F
III c [at1btat2] F-F¯-F
III d A1[ab1at2] C¯ F-F
III e [at1bt]Bt2 F-F C¯
III f [ab1at1at2] F-F¯-F
III g [ab1at2]Bt2 F-F C¯
III h A1[at1Bt2] C¯ F-C
III i A1[at1bt] C¯ F-F
III k [ab1at1bt] F-F¯-F
III l Bb1[ab1bt] C¯ F-F
III m [bbab1bt] F-F¯-F
III n [ab1at1]Bt1 F-F C¯
III o Bb1A1Bt1 C¯ C¯ C¯
III p [at1at2]Bt2 F-F C¯
III q [ab1at2bt] F-F¯-F
IV a A1[at1at2]A2 C¯ F-F C¯
IV b [at1bt][btat2] F-F F-F
IV c A1[ab1at2]A2 C¯ F-F C¯
IV d A1[at1bt]Bt2 C¯ F-F C¯
IV e [ab1at1at2]Bt2 F-F¯-F C¯
IV f A1[at1at2]Bt2 C¯ F-F C¯
IV g Bb1[ab1at2]Bt2 C¯ F-F C¯
IV h [ab1at1][at1bt] F-F F-F
IV i [bbab1][ab1bt] F-F F-F
IV j Bb1[ab1at1bt] C¯ F-F¯-F
IV k [bbab1at1bt] F-F¯-F¯-F
IV l Bb1[ab1at1]Bt1 C¯ F-F C¯
IV m [ab1at1][at1at2] F-F F-F
IV n [ab1at2][at2bt] F-F F-F
IV o [ab1at1at2bt] F-F¯-F¯-F
IV p Bb1[ab1at2bt] C¯ F-F¯-F
IV q [bbab1at2bt] F-F¯-F¯-F
V a [ab1at1][at1at2]Bt2 F-F F-F C¯
V b Bb1[ab1at1][at1bt] C¯ F-F F-F
V c [bbab1][ab1at1bt] F-F F-F¯-F
V d [ab1at1][at1at2bt] F-F F-F¯-F
V f Bb1[ab1at2][at2bt] C¯ F-F F-F
Continued on next page.
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Table 14.5: Continued. (q = 1.0, s = 0.85)
Iso-maxima region Caustic feature sequence Morphology class
V g [bbab1][ab1at2bt] F-F F-F¯-F
VI a [bbab1][ab1at1][at1bt] F-F F-F F-F
VI c [bbab1][ab1at2][at2bt] F-F F-F F-F
Table 14.6: Morphology classiVcation of equal-mass binary lens light curves for separation
s = 0.85. Asymmetric morphologies and their time reversals are classed together.
Morphology class Iso-maxima regions
C¯ I a
C-C II a
F-F II b-1, d-1, e, f
F-C II b-2, d-2
C¯ C¯ II c, g
C-F C¯ III a, h
C¯ F-F III b, d, e, g, i, l, n, p
F-F¯-F III c, f, k, m, q
C¯ C¯ C¯ III o
C¯ F-F C¯ IV a, c, d, f, g, l
F-F F-F IV b, h, i, m, n
F-F¯-F C¯ IV e, j, p
F-F¯-F¯-F IV k, o, q
F-F F-F C¯ V a, b, f
F-F F-F¯-F V c, d, g
F-F F-F F-F VI a, c
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14.4 Angular lens separation s = 1.0
Figure 14.4: s = 1.0. Iso-maxima regions of the Vrst quadrant of the u0, α parameter space.
Table 14.7: Caustic feature sequences for iso-maxima plot in Figure 14.4 (q = 1.0, s = 1.0).
The iso-maxima region labels used here are used throughout the diUerent separation cases, i.e.
a region that is labelled here will reappear under the same designation, if it also occurs at a
diUerent separation.
Iso-maxima region Caustic feature sequence Morphology class
I a Paczyński peak (or single cusp grazings) C¯
II a [A1A2] C-C
II b [at1at2] F-F
II c Bt1Bt2 C-C
II d [ab1at2] F-F
Continued on next page.
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Table 14.7: Continued. (q = 1.0, s = 1.0)
Iso-maxima region Caustic feature sequence Morphology class
II e [at1bt] F-F
II f [ab1bt] F-F
II g A1Bt1 C-C
II h [bbbt] F-F
II i [bbbt] F-F
III a [A1at2]A2 C-F C¯
III b A1[at1at2] C¯ F-F
III c [at1btat2] F-F-F
III d A1[ab1at2] C¯ F-F
III e [at1bt]Bt2 F-F C¯
III f [ab1at1at2] F-F-F
III g [ab1at2]Bt2 F-F-C
III h A1[at1Bt2] C¯ F-C
III i A1[at1bt] C¯ F-F
III j [ab1at2]Bt2 F-F C¯
III k [ab1at1bt] F-F-F
III l Bb1[ab1bt] C¯ F-F
III m [bbab1bt] F-F-F
III n [ab1at1]Bt1 F-F C¯
III o Bb1A1B1 C¯ C¯ C¯
IV a A1[at1at2]A2 C¯ F-F C¯
IV b [at1bt][btat2] F-F F-F
IV c A1[ab1at2]A2 C¯ F-F C¯
IV d A1[at1bt]Bt2 C¯ F-F C¯
IV e [ab1at1at2]Bt2 F-F-F C¯
IV f A1[at1at2]Bt2 C¯ F-F C¯
IV g Bb1[ab1at2]Bt2 C¯ F-F C¯
IV h [ab1at1][at1bt] F-F F-F
IV i [bbab1][ab1bt] F-F F-F
IV j Bb1[ab1at1bt] C¯ F-F-F
IV k [bbab1at1bt] F-F-F-F
IV l Bb1[ab1at1]Bt1 C¯ F-F-F
V a [ab1at1][at1at2]Bt2 F-F F-F C¯
V b Bb1[ab1at1][at1bt] C¯ F-F F-F
V c [bbab1][ab1at1bt] F-F F-F-F
VI a [bbab1][ab1at1][at1bt] F-F F-F F-F
120 14.4. S = 1.0
Table 14.8: Morphology classiVcation of equal-mass binary lens light curves in the intermediate
separation case (s = 1.0). Asymmetric morphologies and their time reversals are classed together.
Morphology class Iso-maxima regions
C¯ I
F-F II b, d, e, f, h, i
C¯ C¯ II c, g
C-C II a
C¯ F-F III b, d, g, i, j, l, n
F-F¯-F III c, f, k, m
C-F C¯ III a, h
C¯ C¯ C¯ III o
C¯ F-F C¯ IV a, c, d, f, g, l
F-F F-F IV b, h, i
F-F¯-F C¯ IV e, j
F-F¯-F¯-F IV k
F-F F-F C¯ V a, b
F-F F-F¯-F V c
F-F F-F F-F VI
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14.5 Angular lens separation s = 1.5
Figure 14.5: Iso-maxima regions. s = 1.50.
Table 14.9: Caustic feature sequences for iso-maxima plot in Figure 14.5 (q = 1.0, s = 1.5).
Iso-maxima region Caustic feature sequence Morphology class
I a Paczyński peak C¯
(or cusp grazings)
II a [A1A2] C-C
II c Bt1Bt2 C¯ C¯
II d-1 [ab1at2] F-F
II f [ab1bt] F-F
II g A1Bt1 C¯ C¯
II i-1 [bbbt] F-F
Continued on next page.
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Table 14.9: Continued. (q = 1.0, s = 1.5)
Iso-maxima region Caustic feature sequence Morphology class
II i-2 [Bb1bt] C-F
II j [A1at2] C-F
III a [A1at2]A2 C-F C¯
III b A1[at1at2] C¯ F-F
III d A1[ab1at2] C¯ F-F
III e [at1bt]Bt2 C¯ F-F
III i A1[at1bt] C¯ F-F
III k [ab1at1bt] F-F¯-F
III l Bb1[ab1bt] C¯ F-F
III m [bbab1bt] F-F¯-F
III n [ab1at1]Bt1 C¯ F-F
III o Bb1A1Bt1 C¯ C¯ C¯
III p [A1btat2] C-F¯-F
III q-1 [ab1bt]Bt2 C¯ F-F
III q-2 [A1bt]Bt2 C¯ F-F
III r Bb1[bbbt] C¯ F-F
III u A1Bt1Bt2 C¯ C¯ C¯
IV a A1[at1at2]A2 C¯ F-F C¯
IV b [at1bt][btat2] F-F F-F
IV c A1[ab1at2]A2 C¯ F-F C¯
IV d A1[at1bt]Bt2 C¯ F-F C¯
IV g Bb1[bbbt]Bt2 C¯ F-F C¯
IV h [ab1at1][at1bt] F-F F-F
IV j Bb1[ab1at1bt] F-F¯-F C¯
IV l Bb1[ab1at1]Bt1 C¯ F-F C¯
IV m A1[at1btat2] F-F¯-F C¯
IV n A1[ab1btat2] F-F¯-F C¯
IV o [A1bt][btat2] C-F F-F
IV q A1[ab1bt]Bt2 C¯ F-F C¯
V b Bb1[ab1at1][at1bt] F-F F-F C¯
V d A1[at1btat2]A2 C¯ F-F¯-F C¯
V e A1[at1bt][btat2] F-F F-F C¯
V f A1[ab1bt][btat2] F-F F-F C¯
VI b A1[at1bt][btat2]A2 C¯ F-F F-F C¯
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Table 14.10: Morphology classiVcation of equal-mass binary lens light curves at separation s =
1.5. Asymmetric morphologies and their time reversals are classed together.
Morphology class Iso-maxima regions
C¯ I a
F-F II d, f, i-1
C¯ C¯ II c, g
C-C II a
C-F II i-2, j
C¯ F-F III b, d, e, i, l, n, q-1, q-2, r
F-F¯-F III k, m
C-F C¯ III a
C¯ C¯ C¯ III o, u
C-F¯-F III p
C¯ F-F C¯ IV a, c, d, g, l, q
F-F F-F IV b, h
F-F¯-F C¯ IV j, m, n
C-F F-F IV o
F-F F-F C¯ V b, e, f
C¯ F-F¯-F C¯ V d
C¯ F-F F-F C¯ VI b
124 14.6. S = 2.05
14.6 Angular lens separation s = 2.05
Figure 14.6: Iso-maxima regions. s = 2.05.
Table 14.11: Caustic feature sequences for iso-maxima plot in Figure 14.6 (q = 1.0, s = 2.05).
Iso-maxima region Caustic feature sequence Morphology class
I a outside caustics C¯
I b between caustics C¯
II c Bt1Bt2 C¯ C¯
II fw [ab1bt1] F-F
II g A1Bt1 C¯ C¯
II iw-1 [bb1bt1] F-F
II iw-2 [Bb1bt1] C-F
II k Bb1D1 C¯ C¯
Continued on next page.
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Table 14.11: Continued. (q = 1.0, s = 2.05)
Iso-maxima region Caustic feature sequence Morphology class
III ew [at1bt1]Bt2 F-F C¯
III iw A1[at1bt1] C¯ F-F
III kw [ab1at1bt1] F-F¯-F
III n [ab1at1]Bt1 F-F C¯
III o Bb1A1Bt1 C¯ C¯ C¯
III qw-1 [ab1bt1]Bt2 F-F C¯
III qw-2 [A1bt1]Bt2 C-F C¯
III rw Bb1[bb1bt1] C¯ F-F
III t Bb1D1Bt2 C¯ C¯ C¯
III u A1Bt1Bt2 C¯ C¯ C¯
III ww A1[ab1bt1] C¯ F-F
IV bw [at1bt1][bt2at2] F-F F-F
IV dw A1[at1bt1]Bt2 C¯ F-F C¯
IV gw Bb1[bb1bt1]Bt2 C¯ F-F C¯
IV hw [ab1at1][at1bt1] F-F F-F
IV l Bb1[ab1at1]Bt1 C¯ F-F C¯
IV ow [A1bt1][bt2at2] C-F F-F
IV qw A1[ab1bt1]Bt2 C¯ F-F C¯
IV s [A1D1][D2A2] C-C C-C
IV t [ab1bb1]D1Bt2 F-F C¯ C¯
IV uw [ab1bb1bt1]Bt2 F-F¯-F C¯
IV ww A1[ab1at1bt1] C¯ F-F¯-F
V ew A1[at1bt1][bt2at2] C¯ F-F F-F
V fw A1[ab1bt1][bt2at2] C¯ F-F F-F
V i [ab1bb1]D[bt2at2] F-F C¯ F-F
V jw [A1bt1][bt2at2]A2 C-F F-F C¯
V kw A1[ab1bb1bt1]Bt2 C¯ F-F¯-F C¯
V m [ab1bb1][bb1bt1]D1 F-F F-F C¯
VI bw A1[at1bt1][bt2at2]A2 C¯ F-F F-F C¯
VI c A1[ab1bt1][bt2at2]A2 C¯ F-F F-F C¯
VI d [A1bt1]D1[bt2at2]A2 C-F C¯ F-F C¯
VI e A1[ab1bb1]D1[bt2at2] C¯ F-F C¯ F-F
VII c A1[ab1bb1]D1[bt2at2]A2 C¯ F-F C¯ F-F C¯
VII e A1[at1bt1]D1[bt2at2]A2 C¯ F-F C¯ F-F C¯
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Table 14.12: Morphology classiVcation of equal-mass binary lens light curves for the separation
s = 2.05. Asymmetric morphologies and their time reversals are classed together.
Morphology class Iso-maxima regions
C¯ I a, b
F-F II iw-1, fw
C¯ C¯ II c, g, k
C-F II iw-2
C¯ F-F III iw, ew, n, qw-1, rw, ww
F-F¯-F III h, j
C-F C¯ III qw-2
C¯ C¯ C¯ III o, t, u
C¯ F-F C¯ IV dw, gw, l, qw
F-F F-F IV bw, hw
F-F¯-F C¯ IV uw, ww
C-F F-F IV ow
C-C C-C IV s
F-F C¯ C¯ IV t
F-F F-F C¯ V ew, fw, m
C¯ F-F¯-F C¯ V kw
F-F C¯ F-F V i
C¯ F-F F-C V jw
C¯ F-F F-F C¯ VI bw, c
C-F C¯ F-F C¯ VI d
C¯ F-F C¯ F-F VI e
C¯ F-F C¯ F-F C¯ VII c, e
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14.7 Angular lens separation s = 2.5
Figure 14.7: Iso-maxima regions. s = 2.50.
Table 14.13: Caustic feature sequences for iso-maxima plot in Figures 14.7 and 14.8 (q = 1.0, s =
2.5).
Iso-maxima region Caustic feature sequence Morphology class
I a outside caustics C¯
I b between caustics C¯
II c Bt1Bt2 C¯ C¯
II fw [ab1bt1] F-F
II g A1Bt1 C¯ C¯
II iw-1 [bb1bt1] F-F
Continued on next page.
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Table 14.13: Continued. (q = 1.0, s = 2.5)
Iso-maxima region Caustic feature sequence Morphology class
II k Bb1D1 C¯ C¯
II l Bb1Bt2 C¯ C¯
III ew [at1bt1]Bt2 F-F C¯
III iw A1[at1bt1] C¯ F-F
III kw [ab1at1bt1] F-F¯-F
III lw Bb1[ab1bt1] C¯ F-F
III n [ab1at1]Bt1 F-F C¯
III qw-2 [A1bt1]Bt2 C-F C¯
III qw-1 [ab1bt1]Bt2 F-F C¯
III rw Bb1[bb1bt1] C¯ F-F
III t Bb1D1Bt2 C¯ C¯ C¯
III x [ab1bb1]Bt2 F-F C¯
III y Bb1A1Bt2 C¯ C¯ C¯
III z A1Bt1Bt2 C¯ C¯ C¯
IV bw [at1bt1][bt2at2] F-F F-F
IV dw A1[at1bt1]Bt2 C¯ F-F C¯
IV hw [ab1at1][at1bt1] F-F F-F
IV qw A1[ab1bt1]Bt2 C¯ F-F C¯
IV s [A1D1][D2A2] C-C C-C
IV t [ab1bb1]D1Bt2 F-F C¯ C¯
IV x [ab1bb1][bt2at2] F-F F-F
IV y [A1D1][D2A2] C-C C-C
IV z Bb1[ab1at1]Bt1 C¯ F-F C¯
V ew A1[at1bt1][bt2at2] C¯ F-F F-F
V i [ab1bb1]D1[bt2at2] F-F C¯ F-F
V l A1[ab1bb1]D1Bt2 C¯ F-F C¯ C¯
V n A1[ab1bb1][bt1at2] C¯ F-F F-F
V o A1[ab1D1][bt2at2] C¯ F-C F-F
V p [A1bt1]D1[bt2at2] C-F C¯ F-F
V q A1[at1bt1]D1Bt2 C¯ F-F C¯ C¯
V s [A1D1][bt2at2]A2 C-C F-F C¯
VI d [A1bt1]D1[bt2at2]A2 C-F C¯ F-F C¯
VI g A1[at1bt1][bt2at2]A2 C¯ F-F F-F C¯
VI h [A1D1]D2[bt2at2]A2 C-C C¯ F-F C¯
VI j A1[ab1bb1]D1[bt2at2] C¯ F-F C¯ F-F
VI k A1[ab1D1][bt2at2]A2 C¯ F-C F-F C¯
VI m A1[at1bt1]D1[bt2at2] C¯ F-F C¯ F-F
VII a A1[ab1D1]D2[bt2at2]A2 C¯ F-C C¯ F-F C¯
VII b [A1bt1]D1D2[bt2at2]A2 C-F C¯ C¯ F-F C¯
Continued on next page.
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Table 14.13: Continued. (q = 1.0, s = 2.5)
Iso-maxima region Caustic feature sequence Morphology class
VII c A1[ab1bb1]D1[bt2at2]A2 C¯ F-F C¯ F-F C¯
VII e A1[at1bt1]D1[bt2at2]A2 C¯ F-F C¯ F-F C¯
VIII a A1[ab1bb1]D1D2[bt2at2]A2 C¯ F-F C¯ C¯ F-F C¯
VIII b A1[at1bt1]D1D2[bt2at2]A2 C¯ F-F C¯ C¯ F-F C¯
Table 14.14: Morphology classiVcation of equal-mass binary lens light curves in the case s = 2.5.
Asymmetric morphologies and their time reversals are classed together.
Morphology class Iso-maxima regions
C¯ I a, b
C¯ C¯ II l, c, j, g
F-F II iw-1, fw
C-F C¯ III qw-2
C¯ C¯ C¯ III t, y ,z
F-F C¯ III ew, iw, lw, n, qw-1, rw, x
F-F¯-F III kw
C-C C-C IV s, y
F-F F-F IV bw, hw, x
F-F C¯ C¯ IV t
C¯ F-F C¯ IV dw, qw, z
C¯ F-F F-F V ew, n
F-F C¯ F-F V i
C¯ F-C F-F V o
C-F C¯ F-F V p
C¯ F-F C¯ C¯ V l, q
C-C F-F C¯ V s
C-C C¯ F-F C¯ VI h
C¯ F-F F-F C¯ VI g
C¯ F-F C¯ F-F VI j, m
C¯ F-C F-F C¯ VI k
C-F C¯ F-F C¯ VI d
C¯ F-C C¯ F-F C¯ VII a
C-F C¯ C¯ F-F C¯ VII b
C¯ F-F C¯ F-F C¯ VII c, e
C¯ F-F C¯ C¯ F-F C¯ VIII a, b
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Figure 14.8: Iso-maxima regions (zoom). s = 2.50.
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